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Abstract

Coastal wetlands such as tidal marshes, eelgrass, and estuaries have the unique ability to
sequester carbon and are commonly known as blue carbon sinks. As the impacts of climate
change worldwide are becoming intensified, the use of blue carbon sinks as a carbon
management tool through carbon credits is an innovative way to manage carbon emissions. The
study uses multidimensional Landsat imagery in a Principal Component Analysis to classify and
identify coastal wetland areas using Random Forest and Support Vector Machine classifiers. The
classified coastal wetlands are then used as an input in the Coastal Blue Carbon Integrated
Valuation of Environmental Services and Trade-offs (InVEST) tool to evaluate carbon storage
found within Nuu-Chah-Nulth Tribal Council (NTC) boundaries. Costal wetland extents were
found to have grown at rates of 58.93 % to 42.3 % over a twenty-year period. The total gross
carbon emission for the entire study area was found to be between 3,188 to 21,415 tonnes of
carbon. This study estimates that the total net gain in carbon storage for the entire study area
ranges from 16,761 to 460,998.1 tonnes of carbon for the nominal year 2019. The study also
estimated a future prediction of total net carbon storage where 80,750.97 to 852,387.04 tonnes of
carbon are predicted to be stored within the study area by 2030. The estimated carbon storage
and coastal wetland trends support the importance of land management and long-term planning
within the study area. Interested groups such as NTC Nations can use this study as a foundation
for future blue carbon projects, enabling them to define revenue streams using carbon tax
incentives, eco-tourism, and prioritize restoration projects.
Key Words: Landsat products; Remote sensing; Coastal wetlands; Vancouver Island;
InVEST model; Blue carbon
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
In the coastal regions of British Columbia, estuaries, eelgrass habitats, wetlands, and tidal
marshes (hereafter known as coastal wetlands) have the unique ability to sequester carbon. Areas
with this ability are commonly known as blue carbon sinks (Xiong et al., 2018, Young et al.,
2021, Sheng et al., 2004, Ryder et al., 2007, Rogers et al., 2019, Postlethwaite et al., 2018,
Macreadie et al. 2019, Macreadie et al., 2017, Macreadie et al., 2013, Laffoley et al., 2009,
Kelleway et al., 2016, Gulliver et al., 2020, Campbell, 2015, CEC, 2016, Millard et al., 2016,
IUCN, 2021, Millard et al., 2016, Vanderklift., 2016). Due to soils and vegetation found in these
environments, vegetation takes in higher amounts of carbon from the air and surrounding water
than other ecosystems and converts it into plant tissue (Vanderklift et al., 2019). When the plant
dies and eventually decomposes, it is left buried within the underlying soils capturing carbon
extracted from the air and surrounding water for hundreds of years (Vanderklift et al., 2019).
Blue carbon sinks are especially useful in removing carbon from the atmosphere as they can
sequester carbon and hold it within their sediments at rates of 30 to 90 times greater than
terrestrial forests (Gulliver et al., 2020, Young et al., 2021; Macreadie et al., 2013; and CEC,
2016, Campbell, 2005). While blue carbon sinks make up exceedingly small areas compared to
terrestrial areas which sequester carbon, their high carbon sequestration rate offers a new and
efficient way of managing carbon emissions.
Several known factors can affect the efficiency and potential of blue carbon sinks. In
particular, vegetation type and sedimentary soils are critical indicators of blue carbon capacity as
these two variables dictate what type of species can grow in wetlands and tidal marshes, dictating
the overall capacity for carbon sequestration (Xiong et al., 2018, Young et al., 2021, Rogers et
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al., 2019, Postlethwaite et al., 2018, Macreadie et al., 2013, Macreadie et al., 2017, Laffoley et
al., 2009, Kelleway et al., 2016, Campbell, 2015, CEC, 2016). Other anthropocentric factors also
impact the potential of blue carbon capacity, such as land use and marine use. (Rogers et al.,
2019). The Commission for Environmental Cooperation report on 'North America's Blue
Carbon: Assessing Seagrass, Salt Marsh and Mangrove Distribution and Carbon Sinks' further
support the importance of considering these factors to preserve and protect potential blue carbon
locations (CEC, 2016). The report isolates anthropocentric activities such as pollution, drainage,
dredging, and filling (CEC, 2016).
Historically, terrestrial forest coverage has been extensively researched in the pursuit of
slowing global climate change and minimizing carbon in the Earth's atmosphere. However, with
most countries now committed to the Paris Agreement on Climate Change (United Nations,
2021) and the recent Supreme Court of Canada's decision on carbon tax (Joselow, 2021), many
businesses and entities are now interested more than ever in reducing carbon. The Nuu-ChahNulth Tribal Council Nation (NTC) group, located on Vancouver Island, is counted among these
entities in which blue carbon could enable them to define revenue streams using carbon tax
incentives, eco-tourism, and restoration projects. These revenue streams would also enable the
Nations to strengthen their position in developing a blue carbon economy within British
Columbia and bolster their autonomy as a collective stakeholder.
The Great Bear Forest Carbon Project is a terrestrial carbon credit agreement between
Coastal Nation’s business subsidiary and the province of British Columbia, giving them the
ownership and the right to sell carbon offsets within their territories using forest practices such as
using sustainable forest management, planting new forests, and replanting forests that were once
there (Coastal First Nations, 2020). Currently, in British Columbia, there are no such projects
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that sell blue carbon offsets. However, with increased research in this field, blue carbon offsets
may become realistic through blue carbon offset projects such as replanting seaweed beds or soft
landscaping (IUCN, 2021). Existing methodologies for eligible blue carbon offsets have been set
and are ongoing in the United States, Europe, and the Mediterranean (IUCN, 2021). They
include CDM's AR-AMS0003 "Simplified baseline and monitoring methodology for small scale
CDM afforestation and reforestation project activities implemented on wetlands"; VCS's
VM0033 "Tidal Wetland and Seagrass Restoration" and VCS's "VM0024 Methodology for
Coastal Wetland Creation" (IUCN, 2021). Through these methodologies, blue carbon-based
projects for selling carbon offsets might take the form of restoring natural hydrology and tidal
morphology, restoring salinity, improving wastewater and stormwater management, and
revegetation of coastal wetlands (IUCN, 2021). As of 2021, a total of 970,000 credits have been
issued for blue carbon credit projects around the world, with prices ranging from $8 to over $20
per carbon credit, suggesting that blue carbon credit programs may bring forward an alternative
form of revenue generation for Nations if they were to pursue one of these projects (Jones,
2021).
The Great Bear Forest Carbon Project has provided invaluable insight into carbon credit
projects with terrestrial forests and First Nation groups. The insight gained from this project
lends itself to the realm of blue carbon sequestration; with the many blue carbon opportunities
within NTC, boundaries create an ideal condition for researching the potential of blue carbon
sequestration areas in this region, furthering the development of any future blue carbon projects.
1.2 Problem Statement
Blue Carbon sinks are known for storing high amounts of carbon which provides an
opportunity for reducing carbon in the atmosphere through management practices and replanting.
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NTC boundaries were chosen as a study area due to the Nations' interest in carbon projects and
the many coastal wetland areas found on their coasts, all with the potential of sequestering
carbon. Many research studies have focused on determining carbon sequestration, accumulation,
and stocks on the Pacific West Coast, primarily in the Georgia straight and Puget Sound regions
(Filippelli et al., 2001, Short et al., 2017, Hodgson et al., 2016, Gailis et al., 2021, Crooks et al.,
2014, Poppe et al., 2018, Prentice et al., 2020, Lutz et al., 2018). However, there have only been
two central studies done on the west coast of Vancouver Island in which the studies focus on
small areas. With the high variability of topography on the west coast of Vancouver Island and
the lack of large-scale blue carbon studies done in the study area, this prompts the question of
how much blue carbon potential lies on the west coast of Vancouver Island unanswered
(Postlethwaite et al., 2018; Chastain, 2021). My research aims to define the extent of blue carbon
storage within a portion of NTC boundaries on the west coast of Vancouver Island to better
prepare NTC Nations in developing blue carbon projects and becoming a part of the blue carbon
economy.
1.3 Purpose and Research Question
1. Define and detect the total hectares of coastal wetland ecosystem extent through
delamination of classified pixels within NTC boundaries.
Satellite imagery for the study area will be acquired from the USGS for the periods 1998 2002 and 2017 - 2021, then compressed into a multitemporal imagery stack per time period
and classified into noncoastal wetlands and coastal wetland land classification pixels using
supervised Random Forest (RF) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier methods
separately. The classified coastal wetland pixels enable quantification of total hectares of
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coastal wetlands. The separate classification by RF and SVM allows for comparison of
classification and an added measure of validity.
2. Estimate total tonnes blue carbon storage found in coastal wetlands within NTC
boundaries from 2000 to 2019.
To add further context and meaning to the identified coastal wetland ecosystems, total
blue carbon storage, measured in t CO2, will be determined using the Blue Carbon InVEST
model built by the Natural Capital Project (Sharp et al., 2020). The model will use land class/
land use rasters of coastal wetlands with two nominal years of 2000 and 2019, to calculate
the extent of blue-carbon storage across the NTC boundaries. This will thereby provide a
baseline assessment of blue carbon within NTC.
1.4 Contribution to Knowledge
While multiple blue carbon studies exist on the pacific coast of North America, the west
coast of Vancouver Island within NTC boundaries has seen only two small-scale studies
(Filippelli et al., 2001, Short et al., 2017, Hodgson et al., 2016, Gailis et al., 2021, Crooks et al.,
2014, Poppe et al., 2018, Prentice et al., 2020, Lutz et al., 2018, Postlethwaite et al., 2018;
Chastain, 2021). The small scale of current studies within the study area, coupled with the
distinctive topography and climate variability seen on the west coast of Vancouver Island,
creates a prominent gap in our understanding of how much carbon is potentially being
sequestered on the west coast of Vancouver Island. This study builds on the limited
understanding of how much carbon is stored on the West coast of Vancouver Island and provides
a methodology for estimating carbon in coastal wetlands on a larger scale so that planning and
discussion between interested parties may develop and be prioritized for future blue carbon
projects.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The drive for reducing the effects of climate change has increased as pressure mounts due
to worsening impacts such as droughts, floods, and extreme temperatures. These effects are
primarily caused by increasing human-created atmospheric carbon dioxide (IPCC et al., 2014).
Many methods have been offered to reduce or minimize climate change (IPCC et al., 2014,
Canada, Environment and Climate Change et al., 2020). One such method used by the
government of British Columbia is the British Columbia Carbon Offset Portfolio (Ministry of
Environment and Climate Change Strategy, 2015). The portfolio offers a range of methods and
projects that result in reduced emissions and increased carbon storage. The carbon reduction or
storage can then be sold as carbon credits to companies with emissions to neutralize their impact
on global climate change. Coastal First Nations, a group of First Nations, whose goal is to create
to create jobs and protect the Great Bear Rainforest is the first First Nation group in BC to
successfully generate and sell carbon credits through verified ecosystem-based management
practices (Coastal First Nations, 2020).
One such area that has yet to be introduced into the British Columbia Carbon Offset
Portfolio is blue carbon methods, however, in late 2020, a nonprofit organization in Washington,
D.C, introduced its first blue carbon credit standard into the global carbon market, which may
indicate that blue carbon credits are soon to come in Canada (Laffoley et al., 2009, CEC., 2016,
Verra, 2020). As a council, many of NTC's Nations' land consists of inlets, estuaries, and coastal
wetlands, which are ecosystems that have been identified to sequester considerable amounts of
carbon, making their land an ideal study area offering many potential blue carbon projects
(Xiong et al., 2018, Young et al., 2021, Sheng et al., 2004, Ryder et al., 2007, Rogers et al.,
2019, Postlethwaite et al., 2018, Macreadie et al. 2019, Macreadie et al., 2017, Macreadie et al.,
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2013, Laffoley et al., 2009, Kelleway et al., 2016, Campbell, 2015, CEC, 2016). This literature
review aims to analyze existing studies that investigate methodologies that estimate, predict or
map blue carbon within the coastal ecosystems of NTC boundaries, investigate validation
techniques, and review what further research is required.
2.1 Analysis of the Literature
An extensive review of scholarly studies and scientific research articles was done using
"Blue Carbon" in conjunction with relevant terms. After reviewing and identifying significant
articles, common themes were noted in the literature. The most prominent theme noted was that
coastal wetlands such as mangroves, estuaries, eelgrass habitats, tidal marshes, and wetlands
store high amounts of carbon (Xiong et al., 2018, Young et al., 2021, Sheng et al., 2004, Ryder et
al., 2007, Rogers et al., 2019, Postlethwaite et al., 2018, Macreadie et al. 2019, Macreadie et al.,
2017, Macreadie et al., 2013, Laffoley et al., 2009, Kelleway et al., 2016, Campbell, 2015, CEC,
2016, Gulliver et al., 2020, IUCN, 2021, Millard et al., 2016, Vanderklift., 2016). These
wetlands are found within the NTC boundaries, except for mangroves. The second theme
recognized that coastal wetlands are highly vulnerable to changes such as human activity,
development, and climate change, which causes the extent of blue carbon sinks to vary over
time. (Young et al., 2021, Rogers et al., 2019, Macreadie et al., 2013, Laffoley et al., 2009, CEC,
2016, Campbell, 2015). The third theme in the literature recognizes influential factors suggested
to affect blue carbon sequestration locally. Finally, the literature reviews the methods that studies
have proven to determine blue carbon extents and validation techniques appropriate for this
study.
2.2 Coastal Ecosystems Store High Amounts of Carbon
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Literature by Young et al., 2021; Rogers et al., 2019; Macreadie et al., 2013; Macreadie
et al. 2019; Campbell, 2015; CEC, 2016; Ryder et al., 2007; Sheng et al., 2004; Laffoley et al.,
2009; Gulliver et al., 2020; IUCN, 2021; Millard et al., 2016; and Vanderklift, 2016 reports
mounting evidence indicating carbon storage in coastal ecosystems such as mangroves, estuaries,
eelgrass habitats, tidal marshes, and wetlands. These coastal ecosystems make up unique
environments where the salinity, sediments, vegetation, and low activity allow for the intake of
carbon through plants and the slow breakdown and burial of carbon through decomposition in
the sediments (2013; Campbell, 2015; CEC, 2016 and Laffoley et al., 2009).
Coastal ecosystems can sequester carbon at higher rates than land-based ecosystems,
despite the disproportion in land-based ecosystems and coastal ecosystems (Campbell, 2015;
Young et al., 2021). Approximately 180,200 tonnes of blue carbon are sequestered each year in
B.C., and 80,000-220,000 tonnes of carbon per year are sequestered in B.C. boreal forests
(Campbell, 2015; Laffoley et al., 2009). While Young et al., 2021; Macreadie et al., 2013; and
CEC., 2016 states that carbon uptake is about 50-55 times the rate of terrestrial forests,
Campbell, 2015 states that this uptake is as much as ninety times the uptake of terrestrial forests.
Furthermore, coastal ecosystems can store carbon for millennia, while terrestrial ecosystems
usually store carbon for decades (Macreadie et al., 2013).
2.3 Coastal Wetlands are Sensitive
Multiple pieces of literature state that activities such as nutrient and sediment runoff,
deforestation, coastal development, oil spills, dredging, filling or draining, overfishing, climate
change symptoms, and aquaculture have been shown to limit or reduce blue carbon sequestration
(Young et al., 2021, Rogers et al., 2019, Macreadie et al., 2013, Laffoley et al., 2009, CEC,
2016, Campbell, 2015). Rogers et al.'s study directly point out this theme in its quantitative
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research on the assessment of blue carbon stocks and additionality, explaining that "human
activities exert both direct and indirect pressure on blue carbon and have the capacity to limit
blue carbon generation and preservation" (Rogers et al., 2019). Coastal wetlands' extreme
sensitivity will be essential to consider in my research, especially when creating a comprehensive
inventory of blue carbon extent for NTC or other stakeholders to use as a baseline, as coastal
wetlands may change rapidly due to their sensitivities.
2.4 Local Influential Factors
Studies have indicated that vegetation density, sedimentological properties,
eutrophication, and water depth affect a blue carbon sink's ability to sequester and store carbon.
Four specific factors have localized effects on blue carbon sequestration or storage abilities:
exposure, precipitation, temperature, and regional uplift (Mazarrasa et al., 2018, Novak et al.,
2020, Rohr et al., 2016, Postlethwaite et al., 2018, CEC., 2016, Mcleod et al., 2011, Rogers et al.,
2019, Wang et al., 2021, Downie et al., 2013, Macreadie., et al. 2017, Schubert et al., 2015, and
Young et al., 2021).
Studies that have included the effects of exposure have found this an important predictor
of carbon, explaining that with an increase or decrease in exposure, the accumulation and export
of carbon are disturbed, affecting how much carbon might be stored in a location (Mazarrasa et
al., 2018, Novak et al., 2020, Rohr et al., 2016). This is particularly important for this study, as
the study area is exposed to the open Pacific Ocean. Due to this, lower carbon storage or
sequestration rates may be determined in the study area versus other regional studies.
Researchers have also found exposure to light to influence carbon storage, and
sequestration as the amount of light availability will dictate vegetation success (Postlethwaite et
al., 2018; CEC., 2016, Young et al., 2021). Due to my study area's northern geographical
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location, there are fewer hours of light availability, potentially leading to lower carbon storage in
seagrass habitats. Postlethwaite et al.'s 2018's study done in Clayoquot Sound (within my
research study area) supports this finding (Postlethwaite et al., 2018). It is also important to note
that other non-temperate zones in the world tend to have a negative effect on the availability of
higher levels of light due to elevated levels of solar radiation (Young et al., 2021).
Researchers have also conducted studies that have found temperature to be an influential
factor of blue carbon (Short et al., 2002, Postlethwaite et al., 2018, Mcleod et al., 2011). Short et
al.'s study explicitly shows that temperature is a geographical factor when applied to marshes and
that in higher latitudes where there are typically higher temperatures, marsh productivity may
increase, thus increasing carbon sequestration. Studies also discuss the relationship of
temperature to blue carbon sequestration, especially in climate change and rising temperatures
(Mcleod et al., 2011; Postlethwaite et al., 2018 and; Rogers et al., 2019). Mcleod et al., 2011
notes that the coastal ecosystem's ability to sequester carbon may change due to the unknown
effects of climate and temperature change. For this reason, using a multidimensional stack
spanning twenty years will be helpful in accurately defining coastal wetlands and then finding
transitions between land classes later in the study.
Another influential local factor of blue carbon is precipitation. Postlethwaite et al., 2018
suggest in their study in Clayoquot sound that long-term storage of blue carbon may be impeded
by the local high precipitation amounts ranging from 2500 mm to 3000 plus mm (Postlethwaite
et al., 2018). Other locations that have studied blue carbon, such as Australia, the Baltic Sea, and
the USA, have low amounts of precipitation compared to Vancouver Island and have also
resulted in higher accumulation rates of blue carbon (Wang et al., 2021, Downie et al., 2013,
Macreadie., et al. 2017 Young et al., 2021, Schubert et al., 2015 and CEC., 2016). This
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influential regional factor will be an essential consideration as the high precipitation amounts
seen on Vancouver Island may result in a slower accumulation of carbon; thus, my results may
be lower than other parts of the world.
Lastly, uplift should be noted as an influential factor in this literature review. While uplift
is an influential factor of blue carbon, it is not something discussed across most studies. Studies
on blue carbon sequestration with study areas in the geographical region of Vancouver Island
note that regional uplift may play a significant role in limiting blue carbon sequestration (Stevens
et al., 2012; Chastain et al., 2021; Postlethwaite et al., 2018). Chastain et al., 2021 explain that
vertical uplift occurring in Clayoquot Sound marshes and Tofino is the cause of sea level
decreases of about 2.86 mm annually. This regional uplift results in the lowest carbon
accumulation rates globally (Chastain et al., 2021). Postlethwaite et al., 2018 further explain the
regional occurrence of uplift as the reason for the lack of thick sediment beds forming, which
enables long-term carbon storage.
2.5 A Review of Models and Methods
Several models have the capability to determine the extent of blue carbon. This literature
review section will explore models and approaches to determine the best fit for this research
project. The following approaches will be discussed: Predictive Models, Supervised and
Unsupervised Classification, Hybrid Classification, Principal Component Analysis, Object
Oriented, Decision Rule, and the InVEST Blue Carbon Model.
2.5.1 Regression Methods
Many predictive models require presence-absence data, and therefore either presence or
absence of carbon stocks or sequestration rates are needed within my study area. Currently, no
such data exists. While there have been numerous studies done on blue carbon along the
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northwest pacific coast, the studies are so few that a distinct spatial dataset is not yet available
(Chastain et al., 2021; Prentice et al., 2020; Postlethwaite et al., 2018; Gailis et al., 2018;
Filippelli et al., 2001; Short et al., 2017; Hodgson et al., 2016; Lutz et al., 2018 and Poppe et al.
2018). Predictive models such as Generalized Additive Model (GAM), Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP), Bayesian Belief Network (BBN), and Boosted Regression Tree (BRT) were all
reviewed as models for determining the extent of blue carbon in my study area (Downie et al.,
2013; Schubert et al., 2015; Bekkby et al., 2008; Dash et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2016; Santos et
al., 2012; Grech et al., 2010; March et al., 2013; Stelzenmuller et al., 2010; Borsuk et al., 2004
and Bakirman et al., 2020).
2.5.2 Classification Methods
Remote sensing and satellite-based approaches have been used for mapping the
distribution of carbon and blue carbon changes across a landscape (Sani et al., 2019; Pham et al.,
2019). Nonetheless, they are limited to predicting only biophysical characteristics while belowground carbon remains difficult (Sani et al., 2019). Another challenge that this approach faces is
its ability to distinguish features that are submerged in water. Fortunately, the bottom reflectance
index and depth invariant index have improved distinguishing features submerged in water with
recent advances (Hashim et al., 2014; Tamondong et al., 2018). Notably, spectral signatures from
hyperspectral and multispectral measurements have distinguished coastal wetlands (Pham et al.,
2019). The literature also describes multi-temporal approaches that have been found to have the
best overall accuracy and results when classifying coastal wetlands (Pham et al., 2019; Sani et
al., 2019). Various satellite-based techniques have been used, such as supervised and
unsupervised classification, Principal Component Analysis, and object-oriented models (Khanh
et al., 2020; Misbari et al., 2015; Phinn et al., 2008; Tamondong et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2011;
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Kumar et al., 2014; Lane et al., 2014; Munyati et al., 2004; Rapinel et al., 2018, and Dronova et
al., 2015; Wicaksono et al., 2015 and Dong et al., 2014).
The most common supervised classification method used when classifying coastal
wetlands is the maximum likelihood classifier which proves an accuracy from about 79-88%
with minimum distance, support vector machine, and decision trees also being used with similar
accuracies (Wang et al., 2014; Khanh et al., 2020; Misbari et al., 2015; Phinn et al., 2008;
Crooks et al., 2014; Hui et al., 2009 and Tamondong et al., 2018). Specifically, supervised
decision tree classification methods have proven successful when classifying and distinguishing
spectral differences, as the decision tree breaks down complicated spectral differences in a
relatively simple manner (Wang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2005; Hui et al., 2009). While
unsupervised methods have also been used, either a supervised or a hybrid approach has been
found to have the best overall results in classifying coastal wetland features (Zhang et al.,
2011).
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) methods have also been used for detecting and
classifying coastal wetlands (Sani et al., 2019; Pham et al., 2019). A PCA is a mathematical
technique used to reduce data (Munyati et al., 2004). In PCA, satellite imagery bands function as
combined variables, and then new combinations are returned (Munyati et al., 2004). Accuracies
from PCA to detect and classify coastal wetlands range from 93% to 95%. High classification
accuracy is possible; however, several redundant outputs make the ability to distinguish between
some classes complicated (Munyati et al., 2004, Rapinel et al., 2018, Dronova et al., 2015).
Object-oriented classification is another method used to classify and detect coastal wetlands
(Dong et al., 2014, Dronova et al., 2015 and Munyati et al., 2004). This method involves taking
image pixels and segmenting them into objects that are then classified (Dronova et al., 2015).
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This method is beneficial as it minimizes noise (Dronova et al., 2015). Dong et al., 2014 found
an 87.56% accuracy in their study that compares supervised and object-oriented methods.
While all the above methods and approaches support the classification or detection of coastal
wetlands, none are perfect, and all come with their limitations. While a hybrid supervisedunsupervised method may offer a more robust approach, supervised classification offers a simple
and accurate method. Though the PCA may be exploratory, this option provides the ability to
reduce large amounts of data which would be found in imagery which fills the study area.
Object-oriented classification is also another choice that may be beneficial, especially when
using time series data with a large amount of noise.
2.5.3 InVEST Blue Carbon Model
The InVEST Blue Carbon model is a model designed by Natural Capital Project. InVEST
stands for Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Trade-offs (Sharp et al., 2020). The
InVEST software provides a suite of seventeen standalone open-source software models which
explore how landscape changes and various ecosystem services. The InVEST software models
were designed as decision-making tools and used in over one hundred ecosystem services and
land and climate change planning projects worldwide (Sharp et al., 2020; Stanford University).
There are also over five hundred peer-reviewed articles that use one or more of the InVEST
models (Stanford University). Specifically, the InVEST Blue Carbon model has been
successfully used to assess blue carbon storage and sequestration by studies such as Li et al.,
2018; Poli, 2019; Fan et al., 2021; Moritsch et al., 2021. The InVEST Blue Carbon model uses
land-use rasters from differing periods to compare changes in carbon storage over time and look
at land class transitions (Sharp et al., 2020). The InVEST Blue Carbon model uses land-use
rasters and carbon stock and carbon accumulation rates as its main inputs, which can be easily
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obtained from literature and remote sensing analysis. Two studies determine blue carbon stock
and accumulation rate within my study area, which are requirements in the InVEST Blue Carbon
model to determine carbon sequestration output (Postlethwaite et al., 2018; Chastain et al.,
2021).
2.6 Accuracy/Validation Methods
The production of a map or database is only as valid as its accuracy. A map can be
created using any method; however, its value does not hold without validating the method or
accurately assessing the result (Congalton. 2001). There are four potential methods identified by
Congalton used for assessing the validity of results (Congalton. 2001). Generally, these methods
may address the validation of the results; however, not all methods are appropriate for this
research project and will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first method is a simple visual inspection. This method should be taken in
conjunction with another method as it does not provide enough measurement to assess results
(Congalton. 2001). However, it can function as a first checkpoint assessment of results before
using more tedious methods (Congalton. 2001). Visually inspecting the results enables apparent
errors in the results to be found (Congalton. 2001).
Secondly, a non-site-specific analysis compares the overall area of assessment. This
might look like a tabulated table of each land class with their total area summed (Congalton.
2001). While this analysis does provide some statistics on the results of what is produced, it does
not provide enough information to assess its validity and must be used in conjunction with
another method (Congalton. 2001).
Such a method that provides an assessment of the spatial error of map products is a
difference in image creation. However, a difference image creation is only useful when
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comparing more than one user or time frame. Image creation is the difference between two map
products of the same methods, study area, and data inputs (Congalton. 2001). The two products
are compared, and a new map is created showing areas of agreement and areas of disagreement
(Congalton. 2001). This is a very simplified method of quantifying errors.
Finally, a fourth method to assess accuracy is a quantitative accuracy assessment or a
confusion matrix. A confusion matrix describes sampling units of a category in rows and
columns (Congalton. 1988). Columns represent reference data, while rows represent the data
classified from the imagery (Congalton. 1988). Reference data is assumed to be correct and can
come from video, ground observations or measurements, and photo interpretation (Congalton.
1988). Several accuracy statistics, such as the proportion of error, can be calculated from the
confusion matrix to determine the amount of accuracy the map product may hold (Congalton.
1988).
Sampling methods come in five forms: simple random sampling, cluster sampling,
stratified random sampling, systematic sampling, and stratified systematic sampling. The chosen
sample method is mainly dependent on the area that will be sampled. For example, cluster
sampling is used when time or cost is of concern, as samples can be taken from clusters of pixels
instead of a random pixel over the whole study area (Congalton. 1988). However, cluster
sampling tends to have homogeneity making the statistical analysis complex (Congalton. 1988).
Stratified random sampling is chosen when specific information about the population is trying to
be determined (Congalton. 1988). Systematic Sampling allows an easier selection sampling
procedure as each sample is uniformly spread across the area; however, each pixel does not have
an equal chance of being sampled (Congalton. 1988). Simple random sampling selects a number
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of sampling units out of the sample population at random, giving each pixel an equal chance of
being selected (Congalton. 1988).
2.8 Conclusion of Literature Review
This literature review aims to explore what research existed and review potential models
and approaches to apply to this research project. The themes noted in this review are that coastal
wetlands store considerable amounts of carbon, and coastal wetlands are sensitive to many
factors. The literature review also provides areas of further research and gaps that should be
addressed to conduct a GIS-based model for determining blue carbon sequestration extent.
Specifically, there is a lack of blue carbon research on the west coast of Vancouver Island, which
limits the modeling approach taken in this study.
Chapter 3: Methodology
3.1 Overview of Methodology
The following methodology describes a supervised classification using two nominal stacks of
Landsat imagery, covering 1998-2002 and 2017-2021, using the Random Forest and Support
Vector Machine classifier algorithms. The classification distinguishes coastal wetland features
and noncoastal wetland features described further in Table 3, thereby addressing research
question 1 in determining the detection of coastal wetland ecosystem extent within NTC. The
classified rasters are subsequently used as inputs in the InVEST Blue Carbon model to determine
the estimated total blue carbon storage found in coastal wetlands within NTC boundaries from
2000 to 2019, thereby addressing research question two. The results of the classified nominal
Landsat images will be validated through a confusion matrix using the stratified random
sampling strategy.
3.2 Study Area
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Vancouver Island, BC, sits in the Northwest Pacific Ocean. Its climate is mild with
considerable precipitation, and its coastline is characterized as rugged due to the Vancouver
Island Mountain ranges that run the island's length. The study area consists of the western coast
of Vancouver Island within the boundaries of the NTC (Figure 1). Approximately 2,000 km of
coastline exists within the study area, making up significant potential blue carbon locations.
Figure 1
Study Area

The selection of the study area was selected based on four criteria. The first criterion is
based on the overall interest of NTC Nations in carbon-based projects. While the entirety of NTC
was considered as a study area, the extent of its boundaries made it so that multiple Landsat
footprints would need to be introduced. Therefore, the largest footprint coverage was chosen,
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covering about 70% of NTC boundaries. Secondly, the study area provides variability in coastal
landscapes ranging from eelgrass beds, estuaries, tidal marshes, open ocean, bays, and inlets, all
potentially sequestering blue carbon. The study area also shows variability in seasonality as it
has four distinct seasons. Finally, the study area was chosen due to the lack of research on blue
carbon on the west coast of Vancouver Island. While studies such as Crooks et al., 2014;
Chastain et al., 2021; Byrd et al., 2018; Poppe et al., 2018; Hodgson et al., 2016; Prentice et al.,
2020; Thom et al., 2014 and Gailis et al., 2021, have been done nearby in the Puget Sound and
Georgia Straight, the West Coast of Vancouver Island has only two primary research studies on
blue carbon (Postlethwaite et al., 2018; Prentice et al. 2020). With more research done in the
latter area, a better understanding of how much carbon is sequestered and stored can be gained.
3.3 Initial Processing of Landsat and Ancillary Spatial Data to Classify Coastal Wetland
Ecosystem Extent
To define and detect the extent of coastal wetland ecosystems with NTC, as per research
question one, this study relies on a classification of Landsat-8 OLI, Landsat-7 ETM+, and
Landsat 5 ET Satellite Imagery. This study will also use auxiliary data such as bathymetry, a
digital elevation model (DEM), a Topographic Wetness Index, Google Earth imagery, and
carbon stock and accumulation rates, discussed further in the methods section. See Table 1 for
data types and sources used throughout this research.
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Table 1
Data types and sources
Data
Use
Source
Landsat
Supervised
OLI/TIRS 8,
Classification of
Landsat 7
Landsat nominal stacks Landsat-8 OLI, Landsat-7 ETM+ and Landsat 5
ETM+ class 2, to define and detect the imagery courtesy of the U.S. Geological Survey
level 2, Tier 1 extent of coastal
https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
and Landsat EM wetland ecosystems.
class 2, Tier 1
Initial Carbon Invest Blue Carbon
Stock (g CO2E Input
• Chmura et al., 2003
per m²)
Carbon Yearly InVest Blue Carbon
• Postlethwaite et al., 2018
Accumulation Input
• Prentice et al., 2020
Rate
• Chastain et al., 2021
Used to create a
Topographic Wetness
Index (TWI). TWI is
Digital
DEM. Open Data Canada. Available
used as an auxiliary
Elevation
from https://open.canada.ca/data/en/dataset/7f245e4draster during the
Model
76c2-4caa-951a-45d1d2051333
classification of
nominal Landsat
imagery.
Input into the Random Bathymetry. BMCA. Available from
Bathymetry
Forest classifier.
https://bcmca.ca/data/eco_physical_bathymetry/

3.3.1 Processing Workflow
The processing of imagery, auxiliary data, and ensuing coastal wetland classification and
validation were performed in ArcPro, an ESRI GIS software. The methodology used for
classifying coastal wetland extent and determining carbon sequestration using the InVEST model
was adopted from Hurni et al. 2017 and Li et al., 2018. The above studies were adapted and
applied to the study area using Landsat 5, Landsat 7, and Landsat 8 imagery. See Figure 2 for a
diagram of the full process, which aims to answer research questions one and two. Input
variables are further described in the below method sections.
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Figure 2
Workflow process

3.3.2 Landsat Data
All bands, except panchromatic and thermal infrared bands, from Landsat 5 TM and
Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery from 1998-2002 and Landsat-8 OLI from 2017-2021 were used in this
study. While there are many options today for satellite imagery, Landsat imagery was chosen due
to its accessibility and historical availability. Landsat imagery can be freely downloaded from the
USGS Earth Explorer web app, with available imagery beginning in 1972. Landsat Collection 2,
Level 2, Tier 1 type imagery was used as this has been noted as the best imagery for time series
analysis (USGS). Level 2-based Landsat imagery has already been geometrically,
radiometrically, and atmospherically corrected with a datum of WGS84 and a projection of UTM
Albers at a 30 m scale (USGS).
Capturing the seasonality of vegetation within the Landsat data enhances the
classification of vegetation features seen in varying types of landscapes throughout the year.
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Therefore, Landsat imagery from 1998-2002 and 2017-2021 within the study area, with less than
20% cloud coverage, was used in this study to distinguish seasonal fluctuation while also using a
large enough time period to showcase landscape changes. While the objective was to obtain
imagery for all four seasons of each year, finding imagery with minimal cloud coverage,
specifically in the winter months, became challenging. Therefore, each year contains at least two
Landsat images, except for 2001, 2017, 2018, and 2021, where all images were exceptionally
cloudy, and only one image was used for that year. If more than two images were available,
meeting the above criteria, they were also used to introduce further seasonal distinction. See
Table 2 for the number of images used per year.
Table 2
Landsat imagery used for stack creation
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All Landsat imagery layers for the two time periods, 1998 - 2002 and 2017 – 2021, were
processed into two nominal multitemporal imagery stacks, representing the nominal years 2000
and 2019, respectively. Table 2 shows which images were used for which period. As coastal
wetlands are constantly fluctuating, the condensing of satellite imagery into a stack will ensure
that seasonality and landscape changes are accounted for over time (Hurni et al., 2017). A stack
also enables this study to explore features such as tidal marshes that tend to be difficult to fully
interpret on the basis of a ‘static’ single-date image submitted to the classifier due to the monthly
and seasonal fluctuations of tides and/or tidal-zone vegetation and phenology. Finally, each stack
is clipped to the study area. Figure 3 shows the final clipped stacks of imagery representing the
nominal years 2000 and 2019.
Figure 3
Final clipped Landsat stacked imagery. The nominal year 2000 is on the left, and the nominal
year 2019 is on the right

3.3.3 Auxiliary data
Auxiliary data was used in addition to Landsat images in this study to guide and support
the classification of the nominal Landsat imagery. Auxiliary data includes a bathymetry
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raster, a digital elevation raster, a topographic wetness index raster, and google imagery
spanning both nominal periods.

Table 1 describes auxiliary data.
A bathymetry raster was used as auxiliary data in this study as a guide for determining
training samples of coastal wetland areas. The bathymetry raster is available from BC Marine
Conservation Analysis (BCMCA). BCMCA is a collaborative group of scientists, First Nation
groups, agencies, organizations, and industries who have created a set of marine-based datasets,
maps, and tools to provide resources for marine management and planning initiatives (BCMCA).
The raster is available in a 100m scale and therefore was resampled to 30m using the cubic
resampling technique in which the value of each pixel is calculated by fitting a smooth curve
based on the surrounding 16-pixel values.
A Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was also used as auxiliary data as a guide for creating
training samples for coastal wetland areas and input for the Topographic Wetness Index (TWI)
raster, which was then used as an additional input in both classifiers. The DEM is available
through the BC Open Data catalog and is available in a 20 m resolution. With the resolution of
the Landsat imagery being 30m and the TWI being used as an input in the classifiers, the DEM
was resampled using the cubic resampling technique to 30m matching the resolution of the
Landsat stacks.

A TWI is a commonly used index in hydrological analysis that describes an area's
tendency to accumulate water or how likely an area is to be wet (Higginbottom. P, T et al.,
2018). A TWI uses the slope of a DEM and its contributing area to calculate its index
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(Higginbottom. P, T et al., 2018). The Topographic Wetness Index tool in the ArcGIS hydrology
toolset in ArcGIS Pro was used to create the TWI. The tool uses the following equation to
calculate the TWI:
TWI=ln(SCA/tanφ)
where SCA is the Specific Catchment Area or the size of the upslope area draining into a cell, φ
is the slope angle (Higginbottom. P, T et al., 2018). As this index considers slope and elevation
within its calculation, it offers a valuable data layer that will assist in accurately defining wetland
pixels (Error! Reference source not found..
Figure 4
Topographic Wetness Index of the study area
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Google Earth imagery from 2019 and 2000 was also used as auxiliary data to visually
define training samples for the classifiers and validate the classifiers' accuracy, as described in
section 3.8 of this report.
3.4 Principal Component Analysis for Capturing Seasonal and Inter-Annual Variation
Within Nominal Landsat Vegetation Imagery
In correspondence to the first research question, this study uses the 2000 and 2019
nominal Landsat composite images as an input into a PCA, where temporal and seasonal trends
in vegetation seen in coastal wetland environments over time are captured within the components
enabling the classification and detection of coastal wetlands to be enhanced. With the presence
of seasonal vegetation, flooding, and temporal changes, coastal wetlands can be highly variable
and difficult to classify. However, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has been used for
change detection and capturing temporal and spatial variation in vegetation and wetlands in
remote sensing imagery with high accuracies (Sani et al., 2019; Pham et al., 2019; Lasaponara,
2006). Generally, all major elements or constant land class types within a multi-temporal image
are captured in the first component, with the remaining principal components capturing seasonal
and intra-annual variability over time (Lasaponara, 2006).
A PCA is a mathematical technique used to reduce data dimensionality (Munyati et al.,
2004). In PCA, satellite imagery bands function as combined variables, and new combinations
are returned (Munyati et al., 2004). Accuracies from the classification of Principal Components
(PC) to detect and classify coastal wetlands using the first few components containing the
majority of information have been described by Wicaksono et al., 2015’s study on “Improving
the Accuracy of Benthic Habitat Mapping” as having high accuracies for mapping benthic or
coastal habitats. (Wicaksono et al., 2015; Pham et al., 2019). Overall, a PCA of time series data
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has been shown to have the best results for distinguishing between features such as seasonal
inundation and vegetation detected in components when a prominent level of spatial and
temporal variance is found (Dronova et al., 2015; Wicaksono et al., 2015).
Due to a large amount of dimensionality found within nominal stacks of Landsat
temporal imagery, prepared in section 3.3, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was
completed on each nominal stack to reduce the dimensionality and find components with the
largest variance to then classify. The PCA was carried out in ArcPro using the Principal
Component tool. Each stack layer holds substantial amounts of data spanning five-year time
periods. A PCA is useful in reducing the data into linear combinations called principal
components (PennState Eberly College of Science. 2021). Each principal component describes
the linear combination of x variables, accounting for variation (PennState Eberly College of
Science. 2021). The first principal component typically has the largest variance of all
components, with each iterative principal component having less variance (PennState Eberly
College of Science. 2021). Figure 1 shows the nominal PCA output layer for 2000 and 2019.
Two general rules of thumb were used to determine how many principal components to
choose for classification and are described in Joliffe’s 2002 textbook ‘Principle Component
Analysis.’ The first rule of thumb is a cumulative percentage cut-off point where the total
variation should be excepted at a minimum of 70% of the variance in the original dataset
submitted to the PCA. Secondly, a scree plot (Error! Reference source not found. and Figure
7) of the eigenvalues can be reviewed. Where an ‘elbow’ is defined in the plot or where the
eigenvalues lose their steepness to the right, the number of principle components to be used can
be defined by that point. In the PCA layers of nominal Landsat imagery for 2000 and 2019, the
defining elbow was well above the minimum threshold defined in the first rule of thumb.
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Therefore, in order to include as much variation as possible in the classification of the PCA
layers, the second rule of thumb was used to determine how many principle components are
chosen for classification.
The second rule of thumb showed that by reviewing the scree plots for each PCA
eigenvalues, the steepness is lost at the sixth eigenvalue for the nominal year 2000, showing that
89.6% of the variance was found in the first six components, with the remaining 10.4% divided
among the last 60 components (Error! Reference source not found.). The scree plot for the n
ominal year 2019 showed that the steepness of the eigenvalues was lost at the fourth eigenvalue,
showing that the majority of variance in the data, 91.9%, was found in the first four components,
with the remaining 8.1% of the variance divided among the last 66 components (Figure 7). The
eigenvalues associated with each principal component describe the variation within the
component.
Figure 5
Principal component layers for each nominal year (2000 on the left and 2019 on the right)
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Figure 6
Eigen Value Percentages per Principal Component for Nominal Year 2000

Figure 7
Eigen Value Percentages per Principal Component for Nominal Year 2019

3.5 Classification of Selected Principal Component Layers to Define Coastal Wetland
Ecosystem Extent
A pixel-based supervised classification is a commonly used method for mapping the extent
of vegetation classes, thereby addressing question 1 of this research paper, where
supervised classification will be used to detect the extent of coastal wetlands. This study
uses random forest and support vector machine classifiers, both of which are machine
learning classifiers based on a sample of training data, to classify the selected principalcomponent (PC) layers (Section 3.4 Principal Component Analysis for Capturing Seasonal
and Inter-Annual Variation Within Nominal Landsat Vegetation Imagery) into a coastal
wetlands class and various other noncoastal wetlands classes (Table 3
Description of classes used in imagery classification.).
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3.5.1 Defining Classes
Seven classes were defined, with six classes being subclasses, to distinguish two primary
classes, namely noncoastal and coastal wetlands, as seen in Table 3. Subclasses in the noncoastal wetlands primary class were introduced to give the classifiers the opportunity to better
distinguish between classes and improve classification accuracy. The development of subclasses
was selected by examining the study area for broad Non-Coastal Wetland subclasses. The
subclasses that make up Non-Coastal Wetlands are beach, development, forest, water, clearcut,
and bedrock. While these subclasses are broad and can be defined into finer classes, they are not
the focus of the classification and, therefore not necessary to define further classes.
Table 3
Description of classes used in imagery classification.
Primary Class Sub Class
Coastal
Wetlands

Coastal
Wetland

Beach

Development
Non-Coastal
Forest
Wetlands
Water
Clearcut
Bedrock

Description
Any area within the study area is defined as permanently or
seasonally brackish or saline water containing a range of plant
species that are adapted to inundation. Features include tidal
swamps, marshes, and estuaries.
Any area residing within the study area where the ocean meets
the land and the landform consists of sand, or rocky soil is
unideal for carbon sequestration.
Any land or non-land features residing within the study area
which have been the result of human construction, building, or
human development. Such features include buildings or roads.
Any land feature within the study area is dominated by tree
species.
Any water feature within the study area with depths greater
than 5m in ocean, lakes, or rivers.
Any area in the study area which has had all or most trees
felled, leaving behind barren areas, clusters, or saplings.
Any area within the study area where solid rock surfaces such
as coastal bedrock or mountain top bedrock are visible.
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3.5.2 Training data
Using ArcPro's Training Manager, training polygons were delineated by visually
interpreting homogenous areas using both historical Google Earth imagery and the Landsat
imagery for each nominal period. One set of training data was created for each nominal period.
Each Landsat imagery, using bands 3,2, and 1, was sifted through as individual homogeneous
areas of each class were carefully selected throughout the whole study area and nominal time
frame, ensuring that each homogeneous polygon corresponds to its class and pixels belonging to
another class were not included. The homogeneous polygons refer to training polygons that make
up the training data to train the classifiers described in Section
3.5.3 Random Forest and Support Vector Classifiers. Polygons were delineated randomly
throughout the entire study area, where homogenous areas could be identified. Google Imagery
from the nominal periods was also inspected for creating homogeneous polygons.
Richards et al., 1999 state that training data should comprise about one to three percent of
the study area. Therefore, due to the size of the study area and time restrictions, the training data
sample comprises 1% of the total study area. The total study area comprises 11,374,558,712 m².
Therefore, the total training polygons made up 113,745,587.121 m² in area, or a total of
126,383.985 pixels. Each subclass was made up of 16,250,400 m² in homogeneous polygons or
approximately 18,000 pixels. Table 4 and Table 5 show each subclass, its pixel make-up, and
the number of delineated training polygons for each nominal period. Some classes, such as the
water class, afforded a smaller number of polygons as larger homogeneous areas were populated
throughout the study area. Other classes, such as the beach class, had minimal homogeneous
areas; therefore, a greater number of small training polygons were collected for this class. The
size of training polygons ranged from a minimum of 10 pixels to a maximum of 4500 pixels. In
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total, the sample size consisted of 691 training polygons created for the nominal year 2000 or
130 for the coastal wetland class and 561 for the non-coastal wetland class. The total sample size
for the nominal year 2019 was 778 polygons, 127 polygons for the coastal wetland class and 651
for the non-coastal wetland class.
Collecting training polygons largely depends on user skills in interpreting imagery. To
guide and improve the accuracy of visual interpretation of the imagery, auxiliary data was used
to check that training polygons represent the correct class. For example, as wetlands do not
reside in water depths greater than 10m and elevations greater than 6m, DEM and bathymetry
rasters were used as a boundary check, ensuring training polygons representing coastal wetlands
did not go beyond these bounds (Environment Canada, 2004; MacKenzie, and Moran., 2004).
Table 4
Training sample make up for the nominal year 2000
Primary Class
Coastal Wetlands

Non-Coastal Wetlands

# of Training
# of Pixels
Sub Class
Polygons
Coastal Wetland
130
19065
Beach
111
8710
Development
56
19089
Forest
50
19035
Water
60
19058
Clearcut
70
19057
Bedrock
158
19041

Table 5
Training sample make up for the nominal year 2019
# of Training
# of Pixels
Polygons

Primary Class

Sub Class

Coastal Wetlands

Coastal Wetland

127

19041

Beach
Development
Forest
Water

116
89
123
77

7151
19067
19066
19053

Non-Coastal Wetlands
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83
163

19084
19051

3.5.3 Random Forest and Support Vector Classifiers
A supervised classification using a Random Forest and Support Vector Machine
algorithms were used to classify all classes defined in Table 3. Both classifiers are machine
learning-based algorithms and are known for higher accuracy rates in classification (Pham et al.,
2019). Both classifiers were used in conjunction to compare their classification. The Random
Forest classifier is an ensemble classifier which randomly selects training data to train the
classifier and then uses a predetermined number of trees to predict the correct classification. The
classification is then chosen based on a voting mechanism in which the pixel is classified based
on the most popular prediction among all trees, see Figure 8 for simple visualization of how an
RF prediction occurs; this allows for the whole of the forest to protect the prediction from
individual tree errors (Belglu and Dragut., 2016). RF also uses bootstrap aggregation to ensure
that each tree is not correlated with any other trees within the forest (Belglu and Dragut., 2016).
Bootstrap aggregation allows each tree to randomly sample from the training dataset resulting in
the forest having a multitude of different trees.
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Figure 8
Visual representation of Random Forest (Left) and Support Vector Machine (Right) classifier
processes for predicting classification

The Random Forest algorithm classifier was used to classify the principal component
bands created from the imagery stacks between the nominal years 2000 and 2019. The two
classified rasters were combined using the Combine tool in ArcPro to enable a better comparison
of land changes between each nominal period. The result of the combined classified raster from
the nominal period 2000 and 2019 can be seen in Figure 9.
The parameters used in the classification of each nominal PCA raster for the RF classifier can be
found in Table 7. The training sample polygon shapefile was used as the input training sample
file, as described in section
3.5.2 Training data. The variable to predict was set to ‘Classname,’ and the ‘Treat
Variable as Categorical’ box was checked in order to inform the tool to classify. A Topographic
Wetness Index and bathymetry raster were used as explanatory rasters with the intention of
improving classification explanatory. An exploratory approach was taken when determining how
many trees to use within the classifier. Table 8 shows the performances of different scenarios
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using a range of trees. Diagnostic output from the RF classifier provides the mean square error
(MSE), which can be used to interpret the overall amount of incorrect classification from all
classes within the trees. Therefore, the lowest MSE within the exploratory performances, seen in
Table 6, was used to identify the number of trees to use in the classifier. The max number of
trees was set to 145 for the 2000 PCA classification and 85 for the 2019 PCA classification. The
MSE for the 2000 nominal image was the same for 85 trees and 145 trees; however, 145 trees
were chosen as then input as the RF classifier typically performs better with a higher number of
trees (ESRI, 2022). To allow for the maximum possible tree depth, the largest tree depth found
within the performance exploration results was used within the classifier. The tree depth was set
to 9 for PCA 2000 classification and 8 for PCA 2019 classification. Due to the beach class being
made up of a smaller set of samples, the ‘Compensate for Spare Categories’ was checked.
Table 6
Exploratory performances of random forest scenarios
Image

Random Number of
Seed
Trees
196334

2000

2019

841172
460286
370917
619003
751408
241133
430438
11118
3577

Tree
depth

145 5 to 7
115 5 to 7
100 5 to 8
85 5 to 8
50 5 to 8
145 5 to 9
115 5 to 7
100 5 to 8
85 5 to 7
50 5 to 8

MSE
0.003
0.004
0.007
0.003
0.013
0.003
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.007
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Table 7
Parameter inputs in RF classifier
Parameters
Input
Input
Compensate
Variable to
Explanatory Number Tree Available
Classification
Training
for sparse
Predict
Training
of trees Depth data per tree
Features
categories
Rasters
2000 Training PCA 2000,
2000
Classname
Polygon
TWI,
145
9
100
checked
Shapefile Bathymetry
2019 Training PCA 2019,
2019
Classname
Polygon
TWI,
85
8
100
checked
Shapefile Bathymetry

Performance diagnostics are produced from the tool where a top variable importance
table is calculated using Gini coefficients. The coefficients act as a way of determining the
number of times a variable is responsible for a spit in a tree and its impact (ESRI, 2022). Table 8
shows the top variable importance table from the RF classification for each nominal year. Both
RF classifications find the PCA rasters as the overall highest important variable and the
bathymetry the least important variable. This would suggest that the PCA raster is the dominant
variable in determining splits within the RF classifier for both nominal images.
Table 8
Overall variable importance of inputs in RF classifier
Overall Variable Importance (%)
Classification Classname PCA_2000

TWI Bathymetry

2000

12

38

34

16

2019

21

40

27

12
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Figure 9
Random Forest combined classified rasters for the nominal years 2000 and 2019
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The SVM classifier was used as a secondary classifier to compare classification to the RF
classifier. The SVM is also a machine learning algorithm that takes in data points or support
vectors and determines hyperplanes within dimensional space (Blaschke, Land, and Hay, 2008).
A hyperplane is a space that best describes the boundary between two or more classes (Figure 8).
While many hyperplanes can often be defined, SVM finds the most optimal hyperplane by
finding the maximum distance between classes (Blaschke, Land, and Hay, 2008). A pixel is then
classified depending on the space it falls between defined hyperplanes. The SVM classifier was
used because it is less susceptible to noise and accepts an unbalanced number or size of training
sites within each class (ESRI, 2022). The SVM algorithm classifier was used to classify the
principal component bands created from the imagery stacks from the nominal years 2000 and
2019 in ArcPro's classification wizard to compare the RF classifier. The TWI and bathymetry
rasters were used as auxiliary rasters inputs, and the maximum number of samples was set to the
default of 500 as each sub class had less than 500 samples. Figure 10 shows the combined
classified SVM images from the nominal years 2000 and 2019. The SVM classified nominal
images were combined using the Combine tool in ArcPro to enable ease in comparing land
changes between each nominal period classified.
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Figure 10
Support Vector Machine combined classified rasters for the nominal years 2000 and 2019
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3.5.4 Post Classification Clean-Up
All classified imagery will have misclassified isolated pixels or a small grouping of
classes. The use of post-classification techniques removes noise and improves the quality of the
classified image. The Majority Filtering tool was used with the intent to remove some
misclassified pixels. This tool uses the Majority Threshold rule, where a majority of the
surrounding 4x4 cells must have the same value to replace single-cell values at the center of the
4x4 pixel array. Secondly, the Boundary Clean tool was used to clean up further isolated single
cells creating smoother borders around each classified area.
Finally, the classified imagery of nominal years 2000 and 2019 is reclassified into a
binary classification where all noncoastal wetland classes are merged into one noncoastal
wetland class, as described in Table 3. Figure 11 - Error! Reference source not found. shows
the newly classified images of coastal wetland and noncoastal wetland areas. The newly
classified coastal wetland rasters are the main inputs in the InVEST Blue Carbon model
discussed in the following section.
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Figure 11
Combined classified imagery after clean-up and reclassification

3.6 Estimation of Blue Carbon Storage Found in Coastal Wetlands Using InVEST Blue
Carbon Modeling
The second research question concerns the estimation of blue carbon storage found with
NTC boundaries. Here, this question is addressed by the InVEST Coastal Blue Carbon model
created by Natural Capital Project (Sharp et al., 2020). The InVEST Coastal Blue Carbon model
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is a geospatial tool designed to predict carbon stored and sequestered in a coastal zone using
changes in the landscape over time (Sharp et al., 2020). The model uses classified wetland
rasters, initial carbon stocks, carbon accumulation rates, disturbance levels, and half-life values
(Sharp et al., 2020) to estimate the carbon storage stocks and emissions.
Carbon stocks are calculated using time step addition from the baseline carbon stock
using annual accumulation rates (Sharp et al., 2020). The baseline carbon stock value is the
initially known carbon stock measurement. The baseline carbon stock value comes from a study
done by Chmura et al., 2003 where global estimates of carbon stored in coastal marshes were
identified, with one of the identified carbon stocks coming from Tofino, BC, in 2003. No earlier
baseline carbon storage value within the study area was found in the literature.
Net sequestration is determined based on whether a cell loses or accumulates carbon.
Whether a cell loses or accumulates carbon is determined by the land-cover change between
periods, wherein the model assumes that each cell transitions entirely from one class to another if
there is a transition event between the nominal years 2000 and 2019 (Sharp et al., 2020). A pixel
classified as a coastal wetland in 2000 that does not transition to another land cover by 2019 is
assumed to have sequestered carbon at a specified rate.
In the case of pixels transitioning from coastal wetland to noncoastal wetland from nominal years
2000 to 2019, carbon emissions are defined by the exponential decay function (E 𝑝, 𝑡 )based on
the half-life (Hp) of the carbon pool and volume of distributed carbon, using the following
formula:

where Dp,s is the volume of distributed carbon representing the total carbon released over time
from one time period (s) to another time period (t) within each cell (Sharp et al., 2020). The
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disturbed carbon (Dp,s) is given by the magnitude of the disturbance (𝑀𝑝, 𝑠), either low, medium,
or high impact, and the stocks (S) present (p) at the beginning of the year (s) using the following
formula (Sharp et al., 2020):
Dp,s=Sp,s⋅Mp,s

Impact or disturbance to coastal wetlands releases higher than average amounts of carbon
due to the high amount of carbon stored in these types of landscapes and their dynamic nature
(Lovelock et al., 2017; Crooks et al., 2011). In the report by the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development titled, “Mitigating Climate Change through Restoration and
Management of Coastal Wetlands and Near-shore Marine Ecosystems: Challenges and
Opportunities,” the report discusses in length the balance between coastal sequestered carbon
and the release of stored carbon in coastal landscapes when degradation or conversion has
occurred (Crooks et al., 2011). The report goes on to highlight that upon degradation, loss, or
conversion of coastal wetlands which sequester carbon, the rate at which carbon is released into
the atmosphere is immediate and rapid, siting that about 60% of the stored carbon is released
within the first ten years with emissions continuing at a steadier state thereafter (Crooks et al.,
2011). The study period is over a range of 20 years, and therefore, any coastal wetland class
changes that are identified would have released a high amount of emissions over the 20-year
period. Therefore, due to the high rate of emissions released upon degradation or conversion of
coastal wetlands to a different land class, a high impact disturbance at 100 percent was chosen in
this study.
The model uses two main inputs, first, the two Landsat land class rasters representing
nominal years 2000 and 2019 created in the previous steps; secondly, a range of carbon
accumulation rates and an initial carbon stock are inserted into a biophysical table obtained from
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the local blue carbon studies; Postlethwaite et al., 2018; Prentice et al., 2020; Chastain et al.,
2021. See Table 9 for a list of values with associated studies and carbon accumulation rates. To
determine a range of potential blue carbon storage scenarios, iterations of the InVEST model
were run using a range of parameters (Table 9), which include accumulation rates and carbon
stock of local coastal wetlands.
Four studies, Chmira et al., 2003, Chastain et al., 2021, Postlethwaite et al., 2018 and
Prentice et al. 2020, are used in the InVEST model as inputs to determine a range of possible
carbon accumulation scenarios. The study done by Chmura et al., 2003 defined the baseline
carbon storage. This study states that Tofino, BC has a carbon storage of 623.33 t C/ha.
Regarding the remaining three studies, each study’s carbon accumulation rate (CAR) is used as
inputs to find a range of possible carbon storage scenarios. Postlethwaite et al., 2018 and
Chastain et al., 2021 are located within the study area in Clayoquot Sound near Tofino, BC.
Prentice et al.'s 2020 study is a large-scale study off the Pacific west coast with twenty-five sites.
Postlethwaite et al., 2018’s reported CAR was determined through above and belowground sampling of intertidal and subtidal portions of eelgrass meadows. While the study found
that above-ground carbon was consistent with other regions in the world, as depth increased,
CAR was found to be significantly low. The low CAR rates calculated in the Postlethwaite et al.,
2018 study were attributed to the shallow roots from the vegetation found in the Clayoquot
Sound region, suggesting that intertidal and subtidal vegetation inadequately supports belowground carbon storage. While the CAR identified in this study is significantly lower than the
Chastain et al., 2021’s study, this local study provides insight into the lower range of possible
carbon storage within the study area.
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Chastain et al.’s 2021 study reported the highest CAR among all three studies used as
inputs in the InVEST model. The study’s focus was on tidal marshes within the Clayoquot
Sound, where it was found that the tidal marshes were young with low carbon storage but with
above average CAR’s found. This study provides consideration into the possibility of high CAR
areas within the study area. While Chastain et al., 2021 and Postlethwaite et al., 2018’s studies
are both in the same area, the resulting CAR reported show different trends from the area. This is
likely due to each study's focus, Postlethwaite et al., 2018’s focus on intertidal seagrass and
Chastain et al., 2021’s on intertidal marshes. Ultimately both studies provide CAR estimates for
the local area, supplying a well rounding range of inputs into the InVEST model.
Prentice et al.'s 2020 study is a large-scale study of the Pacific west coast with twentyfive sites. Of the twenty-five sites, seven are located along the coast of British Columbia, and
one is on Vancouver Island. This study was chosen to give maximum variability in the range of
Carbon Accumulation Rates (CAR) along the pacific coast.
All three studies are recent, being published in the last four years, making the information
relevant to current stocks and CAR in the study area. Table 9 shows the CAR inputs, showing
that the global average is higher than two of the studies but below Chastain et al. 's 2021 study.
Influential factors such as more significant rainfall amounts and regional uplift, discussed in the
literature review, have been suggested for the lower carbon reporting in the study region
(Stevens et al., 2012; Chastain et al., 2021; Postlethwaite et al., 2018).
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Table 9
Ranges of carbon accumulation and initial carbon stock inputs for InVEST Carbon model
Average Annual
Carbon
Accumulation Rate
10.8 g C m²/year
24.128 g C m²/year
184 g C m²/year
45±190 g C m²/year

Study

Postlethwaite et al., 2018
Prentice et al., 2020
Chastain et al. 2021
Global Average (Laffoley et al.,
2009)
Initial Carbon Stock Study
623.33 g C m²
Chimira et al., 2003

3.7 Validation
3.7.1 Assessment of Classification Errors
To ensure that the data in this research project has a measurement of accuracy and
reliability for its outputs, an assessment of classification errors on the four classified Landsat
nominal rasters was done using a confusion matrix employing stratified random sampling
methods. The assessment of the classification errors will provide a quantitative comparison of
classification methods used in this research and the opportunity to learn about the viability of my
research methods and results.
A random stratified sampling method was used to validate the four nominal Landsat
classified images. A sample of stratified random points was used to visually interpret land cover
classes using imagery from Google Earth and the four nominal Landsat land cover
classifications. While a simple (unstratified) random sampling would have provided a
statistically representative sample in theory, in practice, the extent (number of validation points)
dedicated to minor classes might have been correspondingly smaller than statistical
representation itself would suggest and/or too small absolutely for a reliable assessment of
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classification accuracy. To reduce this possibility, stratified random sampling was used to
provide a more balanced number of validation points per class per area.
Stratified random sampling validation methods, wherein the land cover classes are
defined as the, were developed by applying Congalton and Green, 1999 and Congalton, 1991
methods, where a multinominal distribution formula is used to calculate the minimum total
sample size (N).

Where ∏ i is the proportion of a population in the ith class out of k classes that the proportion
closest to 50%, b is the desired precision, and B is the upper of the chi-square (X²) distribution
with 1 degree of freedom. Using the multinominal distribution formula, the minimum sample
size with 95% precision and the absolute minimum total sample size is 376, or 54 samples per
class. However, Congalton, 1991 highlights that if a study area is considered large, a minimum
sample size of 75-100 samples per class should be used. The validity of the coastal wetland class
is also significant in addressing research question 1 of this report; therefore, the number of
validation points for the coastal wetland class is more significant than other classes. Thus, the
number of validation points for each class is 100, with the exception of the coastal wetland class,
where the number of points is increased to 125. This makes the total sample size 725 points for
each confusion matrix with all subclasses and 225 points for each confusion matrix with primary
classes. (Figure 12).
The total sample consists of points where a unit is identified by an x, y coordinate pair.
The Create Accuracy Assessment Points tool in ArcPro was used to generate the validation
points feature class. Google Earth Pro was used to validate the imagery. Imagery from the year
2000 and the year 2019 was used to visually interpret and record the apparent land-cover class of
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each validation point. Landsat/ Copernicus imagery was used within Google Earth Pro to
interpret the nominal year 2000 by scrolling to an altitude of 10 km above each point, viewing
the land class within the imagery, and then recording the class. Google Earth imagery for
interpreting the nominal year 2019 used imagery from CNES Airbus by scrolling to an altitude
of 200 m above each point, viewing the land class within the imagery, then recording the class.
Due to the historical availability, the validation imagery for each nominal period was not of the
same resolution. Each point was validated blindly without viewing the classified image or table.
Figure 12
Example of validation points throughout the study area using stratified random sampling
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For each image, confusion matrix tables were created to describe the omission and
commission errors (Table 10 Table 13). The observed validation points are used as reference data, and the Landsat
classified land subclasses and primary classes are the user data within the confusion matrix
tables. Lastly, the overall producer (producer) and user (commission) accuracy are calculated by
taking the proportion of correct values produced over the row totals for each land class
(Congalton, 2001).
Table 10
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2000 using Random Forest classifier (subclasses)
Validation data
Sub Class

Landsat
Classification

Coastal
Clear
Water
Forest Beach Development Bedrock Total
Wetland
Cut

Coastal
Wetland

79

8

2

35

0

0

1

Commission
Accuracy

125

63%

Water

0

100

0

0

0

0

0

100

100%

Clear Cut

0

0

41

35

0

0

24

100

41%

Forest

0

0

3

93

0

0

4

100

93%

Beach

0

9

4

46

21

1

19

100

21%

Development

1

0

17

54

1

24

3

100

24%

Bedrock

0

4

0

10

0

0

86

100

86%

121

67

273

22

25

137

83% 61%

34%

95%

96%

63%

Total

80

Omission
Accuracy

99%

725
61%

Table 11
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2019 using Random Forest classifier (subclasses)
Commission
Accuracy

Validation data
Sub Class

Landsat
Classification

Coastal
Clear
Water
Forest Beach Development Bedrock Total
Wetland
Cut

Coastal
Wetland

49

9

1

63

0

0

3

Water

0

100

0

0

0

0

Clear Cut

0

0

48

49

0

Forest

0

0

5

95

0

Beach

0

6

7

47

Development

1

0

15

46

125

39%

0

100

100%

1

2

100

48%

0

0

100

95%

28

4

8

100

28%

0

38

0

100

38%
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Total
Omission
Accuracy

0

1
50

98%

61

1

116

27

77

86% 62%

0

327

0

71

28

29% 100%

43
88%

100
84

71%

725

85%

59%

Table 12
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2000 using Support Vector Machine classifier (subclasses)
Commission
Accuracy

Validation data
Sub Class

Landsat
Classification

Coastal
Clear
Water
Forest Beach Development Bedrock Total
Wetland
Cut

Coastal
Wetland

88

3

4

28

0

0

2

125

70%

Water

1

99

0

0

0

0

0

100

99%

Clear Cut

2

1

44

33

2

1

17

100

44%

Forest

1

0

8

79

0

0

12

100

79%

Beach

2

13

4

6

63

1

11

100

63%

Development

4

0

18

31

4

43

0

100

43%

Bedrock

0

0

1

6

0

0

93

100

93%

Total
Omission
Accuracy

98

116

79

183

69

45

135

725

91%

96%

69%

90%

85% 56% 43%

70%

Table 13
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2019 using Support Vector Machine classifier (subclasses)
Commission
Accuracy

Validation data
Sub Class

Landsat
Classification

Coastal
Clear
Water
Forest Beach Development Bedrock Total
Wetland
Cut

Coastal
Wetland

69

16

4

30

2

3

1

125

55%

Water

0

100

0

0

0

0

0

100

100%

Clear Cut

0

0

40

57

0

3

0

100

40%

Forest

0

2

0

97

0

0

1

100

97%

Beach

0

12

4

49

28

1

6

100

28%

Development

3

5

11

27

2

41

11

100

41%

Bedrock

0

2

0

20

0

0

78

100

78%

Total
Omission
Accuracy

72

137

59

280

32

48

97

725

88%

85%

80%

96%

73% 68% 35%

62%
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The above confusion matrixes provide validation of all subclasses; however, as the
Coastal Wetland class is the primary focus of this study, validation of the two primary classes,
Coastal Wetlands, and Non-Coastal Wetlands, was also complete and are found in Table 14 to
Table 17. The Non-Coastal Wetland class comprises all other subclasses such as water, clear cut,
forest, beach, development, and bedrock.
Table 14
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2000 using Random Forest classifier
Primary
Class
Coastal
Wetland

Landsat
Classification Non-Coastal
Wetland
Total
Omission
Accuracy

Validation data
NonCoastal
Coastal
Total
Wetland
Wetland

Commission
Accuracy

78

47

125

62%

1

99

100

99%

79

146

225

98%

67%

78%

Table 15
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2019 using Random Forest classifier
Primary
Class
Coastal
Wetland

Landsat
Classification Non-Coastal
Wetland
Total
Omission
Accuracy

Validation data
NonCoastal
Coastal
Total
Wetland
Wetland

Commission
Accuracy

50

75

125

40%

0

100

100

100%

50

175

225

100%

57%

66%
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Table 16
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2000 using Support Vector Machine classifier
Primary
Class
Coastal
Wetland

Landsat
Classification Non-Coastal
Wetland
Total
Omission
Accuracy

Validation data
NonCoastal
Coastal
Total
Wetland
Wetland

Commission
Accuracy

90

35

125

72%

4

96

100

96%

94

131

225

96%

73%

82%

Table 17
Confusion Matrix of the nominal year 2019 using Support Vector Machine classifier
Primary
Class
Coastal
Wetland

Landsat
Classification Non-Coastal
Wetland
Total
Omission
Accuracy

Validation data
NonCoastal
Coastal
Total
Wetland
Wetland

Commission
Accuracy

69

56

125

55%

1

99

100

99%

70

155

225

98%

63%

74%

3.7.2 Visual Inspection of ‘Coastal Wetland Transition Pixels’
A secondary visual inspection exercise was completed to ascertain patterns between
pixels that were non-wetlands in the 2000 nominal Landsat classification but transitioned to
wetlands pixels in the 2019 nominal Landsat classification. The Combine tool in ArcPro
combined the RF and SVM classified nominal rasters into a new raster. Pixels identified within
the combined raster as being classified as a non-wetland class in the nominal year 2000 and
coastal wetland class in the nominal year 2019 were extracted from the raster as a new raster
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output. The generate Random Sample tool was used to generate 100 points using extracted noncoastal wetland to coastal wetland raster as an input. The 100 points were randomly distributed
among the pixels identified as being a non-wetland class in the nominal year 2000 and a coastal
wetland class in the nominal year 2019.
The points were then viewed in Google Earth Pro where historical imagery of each
nominal period was viewed. Landsat/ Copernicus imagery was used within Google Earth Pro for
interpreting the nominal year 2000 by scrolling to an altitude of 10 km above each point and
viewing the land type at the visual validation point and its surrounding area. Next, Google Earth
imagery from CNES Airbus for interpreting the nominal year 2019 is viewed at an altitude of
200 m above each point. Due to the historical availability, the validation imagery for each
nominal period was not of the same resolution.
This exercise aims to understand why a pixel transitioned into a coastal wetland pixel.
The surrounding area of each pixel was visually reviewed at a set distance of 90 meters in any
direction from the point. As the Landsat classified rasters have a resolution of 30m, the set
distance for interpreting the area was set by multiplying the resolution by three. The combination
of an area having proximity to more than one land class and the medium resolution of the
classified Landsat images may cause misclassification; therefore, a 90-meter radius enables
visual examination of any nearby land types that may interfere with the classification. The ruler
tool was used in Google Earth Pro to stay within the confines of a 90-meter radius. Visual
interpretation and review of the area surrounding the point involved identifying the land types
within the area, identifying patterns, and identifying features that may lead to coastal wetland
features or are similar to coastal wetland features. For each interpretation of a point, a qualitative
description was noted. Figure 13 shows the common patterns or land features identified within
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the exercise at each point location which may have played a role in why a pixel transitioned from
non-coastal wetland to coastal wetland over the nominal periods.
Figure 13
Patterns and land features at locations where transitions from non-coastal wetland to coastal
wetland occurred.
A Coastal Wetland that boarders
Ocean and Bedrock land types
Within a lake with fallen trees and
marsh like features in both years
Forested area in 2000 that
transitioned to residential homes in 2019
Near a river or creek that has
changed shape between periods
Boarders Coastal Wetland,
Beach and Forest land types
A forested area with boggy/swampy
marshland
Deep water but near to shoreline,
possible shallow water or tidal
A nearby creek with heavy forest
canopy in year 2000 and less canopy in 2019
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Chapter 4: Results and Discussion
4.1 Accuracy of Classified Nominal Landsat Imagery
The results from validating the nominal classified rasters using RF and SVM classifiers
revealed that the overall accuracy of all four nominal Landsat classified images, using all
sub-classes, ranges from 59% to 70% (Table 10 Table 13). The SVM classifier produced a 70% overall classification accuracy for the
nominal Landsat 2000 image, and the RF classifier produced a 61% overall accuracy for the
same image. The SVM classifier produced a 62% overall classification accuracy for the nominal
Landsat 2019 image, and the RF classifier produced a 59% overall accuracy for the same image.
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Using the two primary classes, the overall accuracy of all four nominal Landsat classified
images ranges from 66% to 82, improving the overall classification accuracy (Table 14 - Table
17). The overall accuracy of the primary classes resulted in an overall higher accuracy of the
images in classifying coastal wetlands. With the primary class validation, the SVM classifier
produced an 82% overall classification accuracy for the nominal Landsat 2000 image, and the
RF classifier produced a 78% overall accuracy for the same image. The SVM classifier produced
a 74% overall classification accuracy for the nominal Landsat 2019 image, and the RF classifier
produced a 66% overall accuracy for the same image.
The validation results show that the RF classifier performed mediocre overall while the
SVM classifier performed adequately with an acceptable amount of correctly classified
validation points, proving it to be a viable option for mapping coastal wetlands. Although the
SVM classifier performs better than the RF classifier in correctly classifying the nominal
Landsat images, both classifiers correctly classify the nominal 2000 Landsat image with higher
accuracies than the 2019 Landsat nominal image. The higher classification accuracy for the
nominal 2000 Landsat classified image could be due to the time series Landsat PCA inputs,
where noise in the nominal 2019 Landsat principal components may have affected both
classifiers' ability to classify the imputed principal components correctly.
Overall, the coastal wetland class was correctly classified at a higher rate than the SVM
classifier, producing a 72% accuracy in the SVM nominal 2000 Landsat classification and 55%
in the SVM 2019 nominal Landsat classification, making the SVM nominal 2000 Landsat
classification the most reliable classification for classifying coastal wetlands. Coastal wetland
classes using the RF classifier were correctly classified in the nominal 2000 Landsat image at
62%. However, the RF classified image from the nominal year 2019 only produced an accuracy
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rate of 40%, producing the least reliable classification among all four classified images for
classifying coastal wetlands. Due to the RF classifier's results, the determined InVEST blue
carbon storage resulting from the RF classified images may not be reliable.
While the study area is primarily a heterogeneous landscape, classes that tend to be more
homogeneous, such as the forest and water class, were correctly classified at a higher rate for the
SVM and RF classifiers in both nominal ranges. These two classes also take up the most
dominant spatial data within the nominal Landsat classified images, indicating that larger spatial
extents produce higher classification accuracies. All other classes are more spatially
heterogeneous or have an uneven distribution of their class type within the study area. While
spatially heterogeneous, the bedrock class was correctly classified at a reasonable accuracy
ranging from 71% to 93% for both classifiers. The higher bedrock class classification accuracy
may be due to the study area having all types of bedrock surfaces fitting into one class with no
other overlap in other classes. For example, the clear cut and forest classes were likely often
misclassified, perhaps due to clear cut areas being at various stages of regrowth. Vegetative
growth stages over nominal periods would make it difficult for the classifiers to distinguish
which class to classify as an older clear-cut area versus a young forest, thus misclassifying it.
The beach class was classified incorrectly at a higher rate for both nominal images in the RF
classifier at 21% and 28% accuracy. The SVM nominal 2019 classified the beach class at an
accuracy rate of 28%. The inaccurate classification of the beach class may be due to the low
training sample given this class and its spatially dynamic and heterogeneous landscape. Overall,
this may suggest that classes with heterogeneous landscapes may be more prone to higher
inaccuracies in classification.
4.2 Trends and Land Transitions
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Trends in coastal wetland extent showed differing trends over time with each classifier.
The RF classifier classified 14,271.2 hectares of coastal wetland in the nominal period 2000 and
22,681.87 hectares in the nominal year 2019. The SVM classifier classified 10,214.95 hectares of
wetland in 2000 and 14,539.53 hectares in 2019.
4.2.1 Coastal Wetland Trends
The RF classifier shows a 58.9% increase, or addition of 8,404.5 hectares, in coastal
wetlands between the nominal years 2000 and 2019. While the SVM classifier also shows an
increase in classified coastal wetlands, the significant growth over time seen with the RF
classifier is not as apparent with the SVM classifier. The SVM classifier shows a 42.3% increase,
or an additional 4,316.7 hectares, in the coastal wetland class from the nominal years 2000 and
2019. This trend in coastal wetland growth exhibits that overall coastal wetlands have increased
in the area over the two nominal periods. When comparing the results of the extent of coastal
wetlands between each classifier, the RF classifier shows an increase of almost double the size in
hectares from nominal years 2000 to 2019 in comparison to the SVM classifier. The results of
the RF classifier may suggest that the RF classification for the nominal year 2019 is likely
overestimating the classification of the coastal wetland class.
Both classifiers identified pixels that either transitioned ‘to’ the coastal wetland class or
‘from’ the coastal wetland class. Areas that were classified as coastal wetlands in the nominal
year 2000 but transitioned to another class can be seen in Figure 14. Classes that transitioned into
the coastal wetland class from the nominal years 2000 to 2019 can be seen in Figure 15. The
forest class was identified as having the most ‘to’ and ‘from’ coastal wetlands transitions for
both classifiers. However, the number of hectares that transitioned from forest to coastal
wetlands using the RF classifier was almost triple the amount the SVM classifier produced,
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further supporting the RF classifiers misclassification and overestimation of the coastal wetland
classification.
The high transition from the forest to coastal wetland class seen with the RF classifier
further supports the suggestion that the RF classifier may be overestimating its classification of
coastal wetlands. This trend also suggests that both classifiers likely classified noncoastal
wetland areas as coastal wetland areas. While forested areas line the coast, the severe trends in
‘to’ and ‘from’ transitions between coastal wetlands and the forest class indicate that inland areas
with characteristics associated with coastal wetlands, such as shallow water, are being
misclassified as coastal wetlands.
The visual inspection of coastal wetland transitions described in Section 3.7.2 Visual
Inspection of ‘Coastal Wetland Transition Pixels’ revealed that the most prominent pattern
identified when reviewing pixels that had transitioned from non-coastal wetland to coastal
wetland were areas that showed a more visible nearby creek feature in the 2019 image but had
more visible tree canopy over the creek in the 2000 image (Figure 13). Some transition areas had
marsh or boggy features nearby. This may suggest that the classifiers may have confused creeks
and boggy features for coastal wetlands in these transitions. There was also a significant amount
of non-coastal wetlands to coastal wetland transitions near water and shoreline features. Tidal
fluctuations and marine vegetation within these areas may have caused confusion between the
water class and coastal wetland class when in shallow water. Marine vegetation may have also
played a role in this, as some visual inspection areas in shallow water had visible marine
vegetation in the 2019 image but not in the 2000 image. There were also locations where
multiple class types were in proximity to a coastal wetland. An overlap or proximity of multiple
class types may have caused the classifier to confuse classes. The RF classifier, for example,
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would have chosen the majority voted class among all its trees and, therefore, may have come to
different outcomes for 2000 vs. 2019 if an area had more than one class within a pixel.
Figure 14
Coastal Wetland class transitions to other classes from 2000 to 2019.

Figure 15
Class transitions to Coastal Wetland class from 2000 to 2019

Interestingly, a higher trend was not seen from coastal wetlands to water classes
considering the global concern for sea level rise (IPCC, 2014). While transitions ‘to’ and ‘from’
coastal wetlands and water classes were seen, the leading trend was seen where water
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transitioned into coastal wetlands. This trend may be due to vertical uplift, which occurs within
the Cascadia subduction zone, countering the impacts of sea level rise seen globally (Stevens et
al., 2012; Chastain et al., 2021; Postlethwaite et al., 2018, IPCC, 2014). Other research done
within the study area has also discussed this trend, noting that it may play a significant role in the
ability of coastal wetlands to sequester carbon (Stevens et al., 2012; Chastain et al., 2021;
Postlethwaite et al., 2018).
4.2.2 Land Class Trends
Land class transitions can also be seen with other classes identified in the classification.
Table 18 and

Table 19
Land class change matrix for SVM classifier from nominal years 2000 to 2019
2019 (Area in Hectares)
Land Class

2000
(Area in
Hectares)

Beach

Bedrock Clear Cut

Coastal
Development
Wetland

Forest

Water

Total

Beach

1,828.6

355.7

134.8

630.8

121.3

223.5

174.5

3,469.2

Bedrock

466.5

26,383.4

1,427.1

487.2

292.3

2,845.2

198.3

32,099.9

Clear Cut

648.9

4,860.7

31,687.8

708.9

1,153.2

48,863.9

572.3

88,495.7

Coastal
Wetland

385.6

27.3

379.2

5,283.1

42.3

3,266.0

827.7

10,211.3

Development

205.7

22.1

1,683.7

251.4

2,936.2

3,701.1

29.7

8,829.8

Forest

3,537.7

4,511.7

3,518.1

Water

430.6

2,654.8

261.7

Total

7,503.6

10,978.1 56,390.3
477.4

47.2

43,104.7 91,750.0 14,528.0

8,325.1

408,544.0 2,675.8
923.6

490,155.7

494,426.2 499,221.5

468,367.3 498,904.6 1,132,483.2

show land class change matrixes for the RF and SVM classifiers for the nominal years
2000 to 2019. The water class showed the smallest transition for both classifiers compared to all
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classes. It is the largest homogeneous class; therefore, this trend was anticipated. Expectedly for
both classifiers, the forest class saw many hectares transition to clear cut and clear cut transition
to forest. This trend may also be an area of misclassification; however, the study area does
experience a high amount of forestry activities. The clear cut and forest classes were often at
various stages of growth, changing throughout the nominal years. While this change would have
been captured in principle component layers, the classifiers may have had difficulty
distinguishing between areas with partial growth or vegetative growth other than forest growth,
such as bushes instead of trees.
The RF classifier classified over 28,000 hectares of development class in 2000 but only
9,306.9 hectares in 2019. According to the RF classifier, much of the classified development
class transitioned into the forest class. The SVM classifier classified almost the same amount of
hectares from 2000 to 2019, with almost equal amounts transitioning ‘to’ (3,701.1) and ‘from’
(3,518.1) the forest class. However, development within the study area is likely not shrinking in
size; therefore, the RF classifiers trend in the development class cannot be supported. The study
area includes a city whose population has increased by 3.3% since 2016 and a significant tourism
town with a population increase of 27% since 2016 (Statistics Canada, 2021). There are a few
other minor coastal towns; however, the increase in population in these two main populated areas
in the study region should reflect a slightly increasing trend in the development class supporting
the SVM classifiers trend.
Table 18
Land class change matrix for RF classifier from nominal years 2000 to 2019
2000 (Area in Hectares)
Land Class
Beach

Beach
2,881.7

Bedrock Clear Cut
750.4

774.6

Coastal
Development
Wetland

Forest

Water

1,094.2

4,949.8

606.5

49.7

Total
11,106.9
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Bedrock

412.7

38,596.5

2,005.0

48.1

18.4

971.7

16.5

42,068.9

Clear Cut

1,039.4

7,162.5

50,394.6

142.1

926.5

34,725.4

246.5

94,637.0

888.0

95.7

629.4

7,561.5

16.8

3,191.4

1,881.8

449.2

75.3

8,506.5

201.9

5,416.5

13,294.3

65.9

28,009.5

Forest

4,859.8

3,756.3

73,024.1 11,468.5

2,767.2

346,434.8

1,220.9

443,531.7

Water

583.1
643.4
17.7
2,152.3
11,113.9 51,080.1 135,351.8 22,668.5

111.8
9,306.9

592.7 494,763.8 498,864.8
404,160.1 498,801.9 1,132,483.2

Coastal
2019
Wetland
(Area in
Hectares) Development

Total

14,264.6

Table 19
Land class change matrix for SVM classifier from nominal years 2000 to 2019
2019 (Area in Hectares)
Land Class

2000
(Area in
Hectares)

Beach

Bedrock Clear Cut

Coastal
Development
Wetland

Forest

Water

Total

Beach

1,828.6

355.7

134.8

630.8

121.3

223.5

174.5

3,469.2

Bedrock

466.5

26,383.4

1,427.1

487.2

292.3

2,845.2

198.3

32,099.9

Clear Cut

648.9

4,860.7

31,687.8

708.9

1,153.2

48,863.9

572.3

88,495.7

Coastal
Wetland

385.6

27.3

379.2

5,283.1

42.3

3,266.0

827.7

10,211.3

Development

205.7

22.1

1,683.7

251.4

2,936.2

3,701.1

29.7

8,829.8

Forest

3,537.7

4,511.7

3,518.1

Water

430.6

2,654.8

261.7

Total

7,503.6

10,978.1 56,390.3
477.4

47.2

43,104.7 91,750.0 14,528.0

8,325.1

408,544.0 2,675.8
923.6

490,155.7

494,426.2 499,221.5

468,367.3 498,904.6 1,132,483.2

Land class change matrixes were created in the same nominal year to depict land change
comparisons between classifiers with the SVM classification on the Y axis and the RF
classification on the X axis (Table 20 and Table 21). The RF classifier for the nominal year 2000
classifiers 39.7% more coastal wetlands than the SVM classifier and 56% more in the nominal
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year 2019, further supporting the notion that the RF classifier is likely overestimating its
classification. The RF classifier typically classified more areas of each class than its counter
SVM classifier except for the water, forest, and development class. The water class for both
nominal years and classifiers were very similar, with less than a 1% difference between each
classifier for both nominal periods. While the development class for the nominal year 2000
follows the typical trend where the RF classifier classified significantly more area than the SVM
classifier, the nominal year 2019 sees a similar classified area between the two classifiers with
only a 10.5% difference with the RF classifier. Divergent from the trend, the SVM classifier
classified more area than the RF classifier for both nominal periods.
Table 20
Land class change matrix for between RF and SVM classifiers from nominal years 2000
RF 2000 (Area in Hectares)
Land Class
Beach

SVM
2000
(Area in
Hectares)

Coastal
Beach
Bedrock Clear Cut Wetland Development Forest
2,270.1
133.6
10.6
344.2
274.1
81.9

Total
Water
354.7

3,469.2

Bedrock

838.4

27,592.8

2,710.5

551.5

97.7

189.8

119.4

32,099.9

Clear Cut

815.8

4,456.5

52,897.0

549.1

10,200.3

18,966.7

610.2

88,495.7

Coastal
Wetland

180.4

12.9

6.1

6,439.0

287.1

3,023.1

262.7

10,211.3

Development

182.6

30.3

421.0

90.6

6,881.9

1,211.2

12.1

8,829.8

Forest

6,223.7

9,801.2

38,521.1

4,409.0

10,156.0

419,457.4

1,587.3

490,155.7

Water

595.8

41.6

70.6

1,881.1

112.4

601.6

Total

11,106.9 42,068.9 94,637.0 14,264.6

28,009.5

495,918.4 499,221.5

443,531.7 498,864.8 1,132,483.2

Table 21
Land class change matrix for between RF and SVM classifiers from nominal years 2019
RF 2019 (Area in Hectares)
Land Class
SVM
2019

Beach
Bedrock

Coastal
Beach
Bedrock Clear Cut Wetland
5,340.8 156.7
549.2
402.8
875.7

39,998.4

1,253.3

129.7

Total
Development Forest
118.5
806.4
11.5

598.4

Water
129.1

7,503.6

237.7

43,104.7
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Clear Cut

517.0

1,594.1

77,911.6

169.1

1,041.0

10,506.8

10.5

91,750.0

Coastal
Wetland

1,049.9

87.0

293.1

9,972.5

141.4

1,607.4

1,376.6

14,528.0

Development

526.9

913.5

993.7

99.1

4,265.3

1,314.9

211.6

8,325.1

Forest

2,679.5

8,258.0

Water

124.0

72.4

Total

54,155.9 10,107.6
195.0

1,787.7

11,113.9 51,080.1 135,351.8 22,668.5

3,684.4
44.8
9,306.9

388,409.4 1,072.5
916.8

468,367.3

495,763.8 498,904.6

404,160.1 498,801.9 1,132,483.2

4.2.3 Implications of Trends in Land Management
Four main trends were identified within the land class transition matrixes (Table 18 and

Table 19
Land class change matrix for SVM classifier from nominal years 2000 to 2019
2019 (Area in Hectares)
Land Class

2000
(Area in
Hectares)

Beach

Bedrock Clear Cut

Coastal
Development
Wetland

Forest

Water

Total

Beach

1,828.6

355.7

134.8

630.8

121.3

223.5

174.5

3,469.2

Bedrock

466.5

26,383.4

1,427.1

487.2

292.3

2,845.2

198.3

32,099.9

Clear Cut

648.9

4,860.7

31,687.8

708.9

1,153.2

48,863.9

572.3

88,495.7

Coastal
Wetland

385.6

27.3

379.2

5,283.1

42.3

3,266.0

827.7

10,211.3

Development

205.7

22.1

1,683.7

251.4

2,936.2

3,701.1

29.7

8,829.8

Forest

3,537.7

4,511.7

3,518.1

Water

430.6

2,654.8

261.7

Total

7,503.6

10,978.1 56,390.3
477.4

47.2

43,104.7 91,750.0 14,528.0

8,325.1

408,544.0 2,675.8
923.6

490,155.7

494,426.2 499,221.5

468,367.3 498,904.6 1,132,483.2

). Overall coastal wetlands are increasing at a temporal and spatial scale. The water class
is transitioning into coastal wetlands at a higher rate than coastal wetlands are transitioning into
the water class, which may indicate regional differences in global trends in sea level rise (NASA,
2022). Apparent trends were seen in forestry and clear cut classes, suggesting that the forestry
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industry maintains a present influence over the region's landscape. Finally, the indication of
growth in development is present.
The recent 2020 pandemic has seen an influx of people building relationships with the
natural environment (Hilmi et al., 2021). With trends found in this study indicating growth in
coastal wetlands over time, the presence of industry influence on the region's landscape, and an
increase in development, collaboration in finding adaptable solutions to preserving coastal
wetlands should be prioritized to allow for carbon sequestration to continue and carbon
emissions in coastal wetlands to be minimized. Value-based relationships between forestry,
fishing, and tourism industries should be integrated into land planning and policy to build
relationships between industry and coastal wetlands where coastal wetlands are protected, and
positive incentive is found for the industry to protect coastal wetlands. Examples of this could be
ecotourism-based experiences in established protected tidal marsh parks, protected tidal areas
which are used as breeding grounds for future fish or shellfish for the fishing industry, or the
introduction and promotion of carbon credit and land management programs to forestry industry
stakeholders by governments (Hilmi et al., 2021). Building value-based relationships between
influential industry partners and the community will bring more actionable management
solutions to protecting coastal wetlands and the sequestered carbon being held.
Coastal First Nations have led the way in identifying the steps for developing carbon
credit revenue generation programs for First Nation groups through the planning and managing
of terrestrial forests in BC. While verified blue carbon credit programs are not yet seen in
Canada, blue carbon credit standards are likely to be introduced into the BC carbon credit
portfolio in the coming years due to other countries' recent introduction of coastal wetland
verified standards for carbon credits (IUCN, 2021). However, other management activities can
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be adapted to protect coastal wetlands. Nations across Canada have also been working to create
partnerships with Crown Governments to create and protect indigenous protected and conserved
areas with designations such as territorial parks or wildlife areas (Land Needs Guardian, 2022,
Social Ventures Australia, 2016). For example, Kaska Dena Council has proposed the protection
of Dene K’eh Kusan in Northern BC through the Kaska Land Guardians program, partnering
with the Crown government (Land Needs Guardian, 2022). The Kaska Land Guardians program
offers wildlife and environmental monitoring training, including elders’ teachings and traditional
knowledge. Protecting and managing coastal wetland areas through the partnership of NTC
Nations and the Crown government would protect sensitive ecosystems while providing revenue
streams and job creation for Nations (Social Ventures Australia, 2016). If increasing trends in
development and coastal wetlands are continued to be seen in the study area, the protection of
coastal wetlands will become increasingly significant.
4.3 InVEST Blue Carbon Modeling
The estimation of blue carbon storage found in coastal wetlands within NTC boundaries
from nominal years 2000 to 2019 was determined using the InVEST Blue Carbon modeling tool,
answering research question two (Sharp et al., 2020). Due to the validation results and the
suggested trends identified in Section 4.1, the results of the RF classifier are likely elevated, and
the SVM classifier results should be the main focus of discussion in the following section.
4.3.1 Blue Carbon Emissions and Sequestration
The InVEST Blue Carbon model established total blue carbon sequestration and carbon
emission each year based on the landscape changes over time and accumulation rates. See Figure
16 and Figure 17 for predicted emission and sequestration areas using the SVM and RF
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classifiers. To illustrate the results, two areas, Tofino (A) and Bamfield/Sarita (B), are
highlighted in Figure 18 and Figure 19.
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Figure 16
Study area showing sequestration and emissions for RF classifier
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Figure 17
Study area showing sequestration and emissions for SVM classifier
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Figure 18
RF areas of sequestration and emissions
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Figure 19
SVM areas of sequestration and emission
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A range of possible emission scenarios is presented in Table 22. The SVM classifier
resulted in a possible range of total carbon emissions for the study area of -15,851 to -3,188
tonnes of carbon. The RF classifier resulted in a range of total carbon emissions for the entire
study area of -21,415 to -4,307 tonnes. Landscape change is a significant driver of blue carbon
emission, and coastal wetlands are sensitive ecosystems; therefore, small changes or stressors
can cause the ecosystem to break down and begin releasing emissions instead of sequestering
carbon (Young et al., 2021, Rogers et al., 2019, Macreadie et al., 2013, Laffoley et al., 2009,
CEC, 2016, Campbell, 2015, Li et al., 2018). The InVEST tool calculates emissions by
identifying pixels that transitioned from coastal wetlands into another class. Total net carbon
sequestration accounts for the total accumulated carbon sequestered minus the total emissions.
The results show that the RF classifier predicted higher emission amounts. Table 22 shows each
classifier's predicted emissions between 2000 and 2019. The total percent of emissions from
carbon sequestered is also calculated, showing that the SVM classifier produces emissions at a
1% higher rate than the RF classifier within each scenario. As discussed in Section 4.2.2 Land
Class Trends, the RF classifier is likely overestimating its classification of coastal wetlands,
affecting the RF InVEST blue carbon results. Therefore, the scenarios identified in the SVM
should be focused on.
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Table 22
Total net emissions

Classifier

RF

SVM

Study
Chastain et al.
2021
Postlethwaite
et al., 2018
Prentice et al.
2020
Chastain et al.
2021
Postlethwaite
et al., 2018
Prentice et al.
2020

Total Gross
Carbon
Emission t
CO2 e

Emissions
Percent of
Carbon
Sequestered

-363

-21,415

4%

-73

-4,307

15%

-95

-5,604

9%

-363

-15,851

5%

-73

-3,188

16%

-95

-4,148

9%

Carbon
Emission g
Area (Ha)
CO2
e/m²/y

5899.43

4366.8

4.3.2 Blue Carbon Storage
Using three literature sources for the model's carbon accumulation rates, the results show
that the study area’s total carbon storage ranges from 37,252.4 to 974,973.7 tonnes of carbon
stored within the entire study area (Table 23
Carbon storage ranges). Accumulation rates from Chastain et al. 2021 study show the
highest range, where carbon storage is estimated to be between 634,670.7 to 974,973.7 tonnes of
carbon stored within the study area. However, as previously discussed, the scenarios predicted by
the RF classifier are likely overestimated, and the SVM range of carbon storage should be the
main focus. The SVM carbon storage ranged between 37,252.4 and 634,670.7 tonnes of carbon
stored within the study area. The total net gain in carbon storage was also calculated, accounting
for the amount of carbon that was sequestered and emitted between the nominal years 2000 to
2019. With the use of Postlethwaite et al. 2018 study's accumulation rates, the total net gain in
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carbon storage is estimated to be 34,064.6 tonnes over twenty years. Using Prentice et al. 2021
study's accumulation rates, the estimated total net gain in carbon storage is 79,070.4 tonnes
stored within the study area over twenty years. With the use of Chastain et al. 2021 study's
accumulation rates, the total net gain in carbon storage is estimated to be 618,819.2 tonnes over
twenty years.
To further interpret the net gain identified by the InVest model, a second scenario was
input into the InVEST tool. In the second scenario, the pixels within the nominal year 2019 land
use raster were reclassified so that pixels that were originally classified as transitioning to coastal
wetland between the nominal year 2000 to 2019 were reclassified to their 2000 classification. All
other input parameters remained the same, using Prentice et al. 2021, Chastain et al. 2021, and
Postlethwaite et al. 2018 study parameters as discussed in Section 3.6. Scenario one finds that the
total net gain for the RF classifier using Chastain et al. 2021’s study is 953,558.8 tonnes and
460,998.1 tonnes in scenario two. Using Chastain et al.’s 2021 study, the SVM classifier finds
scenario one’s total net gain to be 618,819.2 tonnes and 327,700.4 tonnes in scenario two.
Scenario one finds that the total net gain for the RF classifier using Postlethwaite et al., 2018’s
study is 52,920.1 tonnes and 23,705.4 tonnes in scenario two. Using Postlethwaite et al.’s 2018
study, the SVM classifier finds scenario one’s total net gain to be 34,064.6 tonnes and
16,761 tonnes in scenario two. Using Prentice et al. 2020’s study, the RF classifier finds scenario
one’s total net gain to be 122,235.3 tonnes and 57,595 tonnes in scenario two. Lastly, using
Prentice et al. 2020’s study parameters and the SVM classifier, a total net gain of 79,070.4
tonnes was found for scenario one and 40,859.2 tonnes in scenario two.
A difference calculation, where the total net gain of scenario one minus the total net gain
in scenario two divided by scenario one’s total net gain is found was calculated and is presented
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in Table 23 as the percent of total carbon accumulation gain over time due to the growth in
coastal wetlands within the study area. The difference calculation of each scenario’s total net
gain provides a quantitative comparison of the relative change between each scenario. The
percentages are all very similar, averaging at 50%, with the RF classifier finding slightly
elevated percentages of total carbon accumulation. The percentages for each scenario indicate
that land change or the establishment of new coastal wetlands over time is important in
determining the total net gain within the InVEST model. This finding, along with the visual
inspection of coastal wetland transitions and the trend in the growth of coastal wetlands, suggests
that the total net gain in estimated carbon may have been overestimated.
Table 23
Carbon storage ranges
Scenario 1
Classifier

RF

SVM

Study

Carbon
Storage g Area
C/ m²
(Ha)

Total Net
Total
Gain in
Carbon
Carbon
Storage (t
Storage (t
C)
C)

Chastain et al.
4,119.33
974,973.7 953,558.8
2021
Postlethwaite
828
27,888 57,226.7 52,920.1
et al., 2018
Prentice et al.
1,081
127,839.8 122,235.3
2020
Chastain et al.
4,119.33
634,670.7 618,819.2
2021
Postlethwaite
828
18,154 37,252.4 34,064.6
et al., 2018
Prentice et al.
1,081
83,218.8 79,070.4
2020

Scenario 2
Area
(Ha)

13,799

9827

Total Net Percentage of
Gain in Total Carbon
Carbon Accumulation
Storage (t
C)
460,998.1

52%

23,705.4

55%

57,595

53%

327,700.4

47%

16,761

50%

40,859.2

48%
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4.3.3 Future carbon storage prediction
When examining future predictions of carbon storage, the InVEST model can predict
future trends using the accumulation rates over time and patterns in land transitions from 2000 to
2019. Figure 20 shows the overall trend of net carbon stock per year from 2000 to 2030. Total
net carbons stock future trends account for predicted carbon emissions as well. Predictions using
Chastain et al. 2020's accumulation rates are substantially higher than the other two predictions,
estimating that carbon stock will be 6143 g C/ m² by 2030. The curve of Chastain et al., 2020’s
total net carbon stock is at a steep inclination, whereas the other two curves are gradual and
follow similar trajectories. Postlethwaite et al., 2018 and Prentice et al., 2021 scenarios range
from 947 to 1347 g C/ m², which is significantly smaller than Chastain et al., 2020’s prediction.
All three future trends converged in 2006, where Chastain et al., 2020’s total net carbon stock
grew exceedingly, and Prentice et al., 2021 began to cross above Postlethwaite et al., 2018’s
trajectory.
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Figure 20
Total Net Carbon stock trend per year from 2000 to 2030

Table 24 shows the model's predicted net carbon storage for the study area using the three cited
literature accumulation inputs for 2030. RF predictions show overall the largest net carbon
storage in each scenario. SVM predictions show increased carbon storage using Chastain et al.
2021’s study parameters. However, the prediction using Postlethwaite et al., 2018 and Prentice et
al., 2020’s studies see steady increases in carbon storage from 2019. Total Net Carbon storage
includes predicted emissions by 2030.
Table 24
Future carbon storage ranges (2030)

Classifier

RF

Study

Area (Ha)

Chastain et al.
27,888.10
2021

Total Net
Carbon
Storage (t
C)
852,387.04
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Postlethwaite
122,619.6
et al., 2018
Prentice et al.
175,651.31
2020
Chastain et al.
563,976.02
2021
Postlethwaite
18,154.00 80,750.97
et al., 2018
Prentice et al.
116,459.78
2020

4.3.4 Significant Locations and NTC lands
Figure 21 and Figure 22 show the five locations with the largest carbon sinks. These
areas include the eastern side of Tofino, Meeres Island and Grice Bay, Hesquiat peninsula,
Toquot Bay, Ucluelet, and the Numukamis Bay – Sarita area. Toquot Bay and Ucluelet find
similar carbon storage for the RF and SVM classifier. The SVM classifier indicates that the
Tofino, Meeres Island, and Grice Bay area and Hesquiat peninsula are the two areas with the
largest blue carbon sinks. While the study is located on the western side of Vancouver Island and
receives the brunt of many Vancouver Island storms throughout the year, Tofino, Meeres Island,
and Grice Bay are sheltered from these storms helping in the preservation of carbon that has
already been stored. However, Hesquiat peninsula, Toquot Bay, Ucluelet, and Numukamis Bay –
Sarita areas are all open and exposed to harsh winter storms. Sheltered areas allow blue carbon
sinks to hold and sequester carbon for extended periods without minimal carbon being released
(Bekkby et al., 2008). Areas such as Numukamis Bay – Sarita are at a higher risk of releasing
carbon due to their exposure. In planning for any future blue carbon project or wetland
management projects, these four locations should be given high consideration due to the
potential volume of carbon stored in these areas and their ongoing ability to sequester carbon.
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Figure 21
Carbon storage for significant locations using RF classifier

Figure 22
Carbon storage for significant locations using SVM classifier

The Tofino, Meeres Island, and Grice Bay area is also known as the Tofino Wah-nah-jus
Hilth-hoo-is Mudflats, comprised of six tidal mudflats and designated a wildlife management
area. These mudflats lie within the traditional territory of the Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation, a Nation
from NTC. While the mudflats are protected through the designated wildlife management area,
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Tla-o-qui-aht First Nation plays a crucial role in the ongoing management and use of the area,
especially with Tofino’s population and tourism growth in recent years (Statistics Canada, 2021).
The Tofino Wah-nah-jus Hilth-hoo-is Mudflats offers a unique opportunity for Tla-o-qui-aht
First Nation to hold stewardship positions and build positive value-based relationships with the
tourism sector, fishing industry, and perhaps blue carbon credit projects, creating jobs and
revenue. At the same time, continue to protect the mudflats and the carbon they store. The SVM
classifier found that the Tofino Wah-nah-jus Hilth-hoo-is Mudflats store between 20,396.2 to
77,716.86 tonnes of Carbon.
Toquaht Bay resides in Toquaht First Nation traditional territory, which is a member of
NTC. While Toquaht Bay was found to have the least amount of carbon out of the five locations,
it shows a considerable amount of carbon storage compared to the whole study area, ranging
from 1250.44 to 6220.49. The Broken Group Islands that sits South of Toquaht Bay are under
collaborative care by Tseshaht First Nation and Parks Canada through the Broken Group Islands
Beach Keepers Guardianship Program. Guardian and Watchmen programs support Indigenous
land management and stewardship based on cultural obligation for the land. The programs
typically provide training and career opportunities for Indigenous People to work with
government and industry to protect and manage land and resources. As Toquaht Bay resides in
close proximity to the Broken Group Islands, the perimeter of care through the guardianship
program could be extended to include parts of Toquaht Bay's coastal wetlands. An extended
guardianship program would require a collaborative venture between Toquaht First Nation and
Tseshaht First Nation to protect the Broken Group Islands and Toquaht Bay’s coastal wetlands.
In turn, this would provide jobs and career training for the Toquaht First Nation members.
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In 2011 the Maa-nulth First Nations Final Agreement was implemented, and Toquaht
Nation ceased to be an Indian Act band, taking back 1,489 hectares of land within their
traditional territory, now called treaty settlement lands or Toquaht lands. In developing and
managing their lands, Toquaht Nation has an opportunity to protect their coastal wetlands. A
major driving goal for Toquaht Nation, via their official Community Land Use Plan, is revenue
generation and economic development of their lands (Toquaht Nation, 2016). The unique and
sensitive coastal wetlands that reside in their lands can be used to generate revenue via
ecotourism or blue carbon credits when blue carbon verified standards are added to British
Columbia’s carbon offset portfolio.
The Hesquiaht peninsula was found to have between 7,665.57 and 29,208.6 tonnes of
carbon stored. The Hesquiaht peninsula is primarily protected by the Hesquiaht peninsula
provincial park. However, four Hesquiaht First Nation reserves are also located on the Hesquiaht
peninsula. Any future land development within these reserves should consider the management
and protection of their coastal wetlands to onboard potential future blue carbon credit projects,
which would protect the coastal wetlands while building revenue for Hesquiaht First Nation.
Huu-ay-aht First Nation, a member of NTC, traditional territory covers the Numukamis
Bay – Sarita coast. This area was found to have between 2623.74 and 13,052 tonnes of carbon
stored. Huu-ay-aht First Nation is a treaty Nation, meaning it has full ownership and jurisdiction
over more than 8,200 hectares of its land. Huu-ay-aht First Nation also has many forestry tenures
in this area as they participate in forestry activities as a revenue stream. This area is also popular
for tourism activities such as camping and hiking. Huu-ay-aht First Nation’s involvement in the
forestry industry and the coastal wetlands adjacent to these areas may be an opportunity to
develop a carbon credit program. Wherein forestry practices can be used to manage forests
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adjacent to coastal wetlands, minimizing disturbance to these coastal areas, creating a revenue
opportunity, and developing jobs for Huu-ay-aht First Nation members to manage these areas. If
Huu-ay-aht First Nation wished to pursue a carbon credit project on some of their forestry tenure
land adjacent to coastal wetlands, the first step would be a forestry inventory and an atmospheric
benefit sharing agreement. This agreement defines a commitment to practices that reduce carbon
emission and increases carbon sequestration, carbon offset projects, and carbon rights between
the province and the Nation (Coastal First Nation, 2020).
4.4 Limitations
A limitation of the InVEST model is that carbon storage is assumed to be linear through
time. However, this is not usually the case in real-life situations where carbon cycles
continuously change. The InVEST model also assumes that any landscape changes have an
immediate effect or disturbance on carbon sinks. However, a land disturbance is more likely to
have slower effects, mainly depending on the disturbance type. This project also assumed that all
disturbances were high disturbances because coastal wetlands are highly sensitive. However,
some disturbances may not have as high an effect as others.
This study also used SVM and RF classifiers to classify principal component layers from
nominal stack Landsat images. Other classifiers could prove more proficient in classifying
coastal wetlands, and comparison may be beneficial to achieving the highest accuracy.
In general, the classification and InVEST process is repeatable for other areas in the
world, giving it significant value in understanding where significant areas of blue carbon are
found and assisting in management and planning practices. Two main pieces of information are
needed to repeat this form of study, long-term satellite images and carbon accumulation rates for
the study area. While long-term satellite imagery is not necessarily mandatory to conduct this
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study's process, having a long period and many seasonal images allows for a more
comprehensive classification. Other data, such as aboveground and litter carbon accumulation
rates, would help further enhance the model outputs.
This study area has limited research and data regarding how much carbon is stored.
However, using the process outlined in this study, a baseline estimate of carbon storage ranges
can be determined. The west coast of Vancouver Island is significantly more exposed and subject
to harsh storms and high precipitation making carbon sequestration difficult in some areas, which
provides evidence aligning with the lower range of carbon storage values (Mazarrasa et al., 2018,
Novak et al., 2020, Rohr et al., 2016, Postlethwaite et al., 2018, Chastain et al., 2021). With more
data, such as soil sampling in the study area, a better idea of carbon storage can be determined,
and estimates can be refined.
Chapter 5: Conclusion
With increasing greenhouse gas emissions worldwide and ongoing climate change
effects, blue carbon sinks offer a promising option for managing carbon. Coastal wetlands are
becoming particularly important due to their ability to store or emit carbon. This research
project’s main objective was to identify the extent of coastal wetlands and provide estimated
carbon storage. This project has also provided a carbon storage estimate for the study area.
Groups with a particular interest in future carbon projects, such as NTC, will be able to use this
baseline assessment for planning purposes and determining areas of high priority or focus when
managing coastal wetlands.
Coastal wetlands have the unique ability to sequester carbon at higher rates, offering a
new and efficient way of managing carbon emissions. One such method is through the use of
carbon credits. While blue carbon credits have not yet been introduced to BC’s carbon credit
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portfolio, the use of blue carbon credits in other countries worldwide suggests that blue carbon
credits will soon be added to the portfolio (IUCN, 2021). Carbon credit projects are one way of
managing these areas; however other management tactics can be implemented to preserve these
ecosystems while providing value to the community and industry, such as Guardian and
Watchmen programs (Land Needs Guardian, 2022). These programs support the collaboration of
Nations as managers of their resources, often creating designated conservation areas or territorial
parks.
This research study provides a foundation for the planning and discussion of potential
blue carbon project locations or creating protected areas. Five areas were highlighted in this
report as having significant carbon sinks. If Nations wish to pursue a blue carbon credit project
in one of these areas, the first step in determining if a blue carbon credit project would benefit a
Nation is obscuring an atmospheric benefit sharing agreement between the province and the
Nation or group of Nations such as NTC. This research can be used to support discussion around
the atmospheric benefit sharing agreement and project boundaries, and baseline emissions.
This research project provides a foundation for future studies on the West Coast of
Vancouver Island in blue carbon research and any blue carbon-based projects. While this project
does have its limitations, such as the lack of carbon storage data on the west coast of Vancouver
Island and the InVEST model's simplistic approach, a baseline carbon storage was determined
with repeatable methods that could be applied to other parts of the island to compare. To
improve the project, field sampling of the western side of Vancouver Island is necessary to build
a more robust database of carbon values. The SVM classifier results prove a more reliable blue
carbon storage estimate that can be used for early planning inventories and cost estimates for
future blue carbon projects.
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